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Executive Summary
About SWIM: Context, Delivery and Evaluation
1. Strengthening the Workforce in Cambridgeshire Museums or ‘SWIM’ was originally
launched in 2015. It went on to receive further support from Arts Council England’s (ACE)
Resilience Fund and Museums in Cambridegshire (MiC) and so embarked upon a second
phase lasting 18 months from October 2016 to March 2018 (‘SWIM2’). The project was
conceived to address five outcomes:






Increased community engagement with museum collections
Learning, leading to pride in local heritage and increased tourism
Positive social experiences and enhanced wellbeing, especially among diverse
communities in Fenland
New opportunities to acquire skills
Economic benefits and a more diverse museum workforce

2. In total 14 museums formed the SWIM2 partnership with a view to realising benefits
linked to the above outcomes. These were Burwell Museum and Windmill, Chatteris
Museum, The Cromwell Museum, Ely Museum, Farmland Museum and Denny Abbey,
March and District Museum, Museum of Cambridge, Nene Valley Railway, Prickwillow
Engine Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum, Stained Glass Museum, St Neots Museum,
Wisbech & Fenland Museum and Whittlesey Museum. There were three museums that
required additional support from the project because of their own unique circumstances.
These were The Cromwell Museum, Museum of Cambridge and Wisbech & Fenland
Museum.
3. An evaluation framework was developed, in consultation with the partnership, to collect
evidence through qualitative and quantitative measures, that referenced the five project
outcome areas and defined ‘measures of success’ for each one. Museums were not
expected to deliver against every outcome, nor to provide evidence that every possible
indicator had been achieved. Instead they chose from a menu of options those that best fit
with their priorities for participation.
4. Two full time ‘Volunteer Coordinators’ were employed through the project to provide
support to the museums (although there were three individuals that filled one post at
different times). They delivered more than simply coordinating volunteers, rather they
provided individualised and standardised support to museums, creating and developing the
outputs listed below. The partnership said that the Volunteer Coordinator posts were one of
the key successes from the project.
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Project Outputs and Outcomes
5. Project outputs included a volunteer and Trustee recruitment programme (through which
106 volunteers and 11 Trustees were recruited), a training programme (comprising at least
15 training sessions with 176 attendances), two Trustee Muster events, ‘Backstage Pass’
(behind the scenes) events for volunteers, a ‘Volunteers Week’ social media campaign, six
issues of a SWIM Newsletter, a large and comprehensive set of volunteer resources, a ‘Deep
Clean’ at the Museum of Cambridge, presentations / articles about the project, badges and
lanyards for volunteers, and banners advertising volunteering opportunities at six of the
museums.
6. The project achieved many outcomes. These can be considered under the broad
categories of ‘Volunteers’ (including Trustees), ‘Audiences’ and ‘Museum Resilience’.
Volunteers
 Volunteers and Trustees have been successfully recruited to many, but not all,
identified roles that were identified by the museums as requiring capacity, e.g. front
of house, learning, marketing, collections and live interpretation. Around ten of
these volunteer roles were newly created, and filled, through the SWIM2 project.


Additional volunteers are having a noticeable impact on capacity at museums such
as The Cromwell Museum, Museum of Cambridge, Chatteris Museum and Wisbech
& Fenland Museum.



At some museums, there is greater diversity in the volunteer and Trustee workforce,
both in terms of skills and demographics. At Wisbech & Fenland Museum, Burwell
Museum, the Museum of Cambridge, the Cromwell Museum, Farmland Museum and
Prickwillow Museum there is a much greater proportion of younger volunteers and
volunteers from ethnic minority groups.



Training organised through the project, to meet the specific needs as identified by
the partnership, has successfully developed skills, knowledge and confidence for
both new and existing volunteers and Trustees. Courses have covered subjects such
as MODES, First Aid, Documentation, Health & Safety, Dementia and Collections,
Emergency Planning, Arts Award, Safeguarding, Deep Clean (Museum of Cambridge),
and Archives (Cromwell Museum). The training programme was another of the key
successes of the project as identified by most of the partnership.



Volunteers appreciate efforts to reward and acknowledge their contribution to
museums, such as a Joint Rewards Card (free access to the partnership museums)
implemented through SWIM2, and report that they are having an enjoyable
experience. For some, the opportunity to volunteer has had a positive impact on
their mental and physical wellbeing, on opportunities to socialise and make friends
and has resulted in them feeling more valued.
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Audiences


At least three museums can credit the SWIM2 Project (and the associated increase in
volunteer capacity) with an improved likelihood for visitor access to the museum either an increase in opening hours or a reduced risk that the museum will have to
close on certain days due to a lack of staff. These are the Cromwell Museum,
Museum of Cambridge and Wisbech & Fenland Museum.



Those museums that have welcomed more volunteers through the project cited
several examples where they have been able to provide audiences with an improved
offer. These include virtual (online) and physical visitors or audiences being engaged
through outreach. New offers include new events, promoting loan boxes, developing
relationships with new and specialist audiences (including those with a disability),
different interpretation of collections or an input into exhibitions.



There is evidence, albeit limited, that SWIM2 volunteers are having a positive effect
on the experience of audiences.

Museum Resilience


As new events and activities have been offered by SWIM2-recruited volunteers,
there are examples of audiences that would not have visited otherwise, as well as
new types of audiences. These examples are limited however to those museums that
have seen a greater increase in volunteer capacity or in volunteers with a more
public-facing role.



There are three instances where the SWIM2 project has contributed to museums
having increased knowledge of their audiences, through collecting demographic data
(domicile postcodes of visitors to both the Museum of Cambridge and Cromwell
Museum) or surveys of non-visitors (St Neots Museum and Whittlesey Museum).



There are some examples where SWIM2 has contributed to a small increase in the
revenue of certain museums.



The SWIM2 partnership has led to collaborative working and ideas sharing outside of
organised sessions such as training or Trustee Musters.



The Volunteer Coordinators put in place support that would benefit the museums
beyond the end of SWIM2. This has included helping with a funding bid, building
relationships with potential repeat audiences, such as schools, implementing
volunteer organisational structures and coordination and improving museum
procedure for object identification and acquisition.



Systems for volunteer management have been improved in SWIM2, often building
on positive changes made with the earlier SWIM1 project, hopefully leading to the
longer retention of volunteers and more sustainable outcomes for museums.
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There is improved governance at several of the museums, supported by a Trustee
Guidance Pack, Recruitment Pack and Induction Pack, and through the Trustee
Musters, which will hopefully continue beyond the project.



There have been opportunities to develop fruitful, and potentially sustainable,
partnerships between SWIM2 museums and outside organisations, such as the
College of West Anglia, University College London, the Norris Museum, Huntingdon
History Festival, amongst others.

Project Challenges
7. There were a small number of challenges that affected evaluation of the project, its
delivery and wider impact.
8. Data collection was not always consistently achieved across all of the SWIM museums.
Some museums collected information in a different format or in an aggregated way that
proved challenging to use to articulate impact for the project as a whole, particularly in
relation to the impact on tourism. The collection of feedback from audiences participating in
SWIM2 supported activities was patchy meaning that an assessment of the benefit to
audiences brought about by the project was challenging.
9. Project delivery was somewhat compromised, for a period of time, in one of the cohorts
because of two changes in postholder for their Volunteer Coordinator role. The nature of
the project, and the differing needs of the many partnership museums, meant that the
Volunteer Coordinators often had to offer bespoke support and liaise with many different
personalities and museums, a few of which were less inclined to accept advice or support.
Both these factors proved demanding at times.
10. Unfortunately for a small group of museums, the impact of the SWIM projects on
audiences has been negligible to date, this is particularly the case where volunteer/Trustee
recruitment has not achieved what the museums hoped it would (but this is not necessarily
through lack of effort by the Volunteer Coordinators to help with recruitment). There were
some missed opportunities at Wisbech & Fenland Museum because of the staff changes in
the Volunteer Coordinator post, the timing of SWIM2 and its own Resilience Project and the
order in which support was offered to the museum through SWIM2. The level of
engagement in the project by participating museums has varied across the partnership;
there were instances of a small number of museums not being forthcoming about what help
they needed, or not capitalising on the support that was offered, or not taking up the
training that was organised.
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Conclusions
11. Both SWIM projects sought to deliver increased community engagement with museum
collections; learning, leading to pride in local heritage and increased tourism; positive social
experiences and enhanced wellbeing, especially among diverse communities in Fenland;
new opportunities to acquire skills and economic benefits and a more diverse museum
workforce. SWIM2 has built well on achievements made through the earlier project and has
largely been able to demonstrate that it has met all of the above desirable outcomes with
the exception of increased tourism (no information was captured to evidence this) and in
assessing the extent of its impact on audiences (there was some evidence of this but it was
based on a small sample).
12. SWIM2 has been able to deliver benefits for museum resilience, for volunteers and for
audiences. Museums are now more resilient because 106 volunteers and 11 Trustees have
been recruited through the project and have enjoyed training alongside existing volunteers
and Trustees. There have been 15 training sessions with 176 attendances in total. Along
with more volunteers, a large proportion is younger than the typical volunteer profile, and
many come from BAME groups. As a result of this recruitment and increase in skills, capacity
within many of the participating organisations has increased resulting in benefits such as
improved collections care, documentation and audience development, and in a few cases, a
small uplift in revenue. Things have been put in place to support these outcomes longer
term. Volunteers are enjoying the opportunity to learn new skills, to be part of the museum
community, to have social interaction and engage in stimulating work. Many say they feel
valued and have a sense of pride in contributing to their museums. This is aided, in part,
through improved volunteer management practices adopted by the museums with the
Volunteer Coordinators developing and promoting best practices. In some museums, there
is now more on offer for audiences (e.g. through new events, exhibitions or activities), there
is greater chance for opening hours to be maintained, or even increased in some instances,
and visitors are having a positive experience as a result of new volunteers and the
mechanisms put in place to support them through SWIM2.
13. The project has been able to demonstrate that it has met the GLOs ‘Enjoyment,
Inspiration & Creativity’, ‘Knowledge and Understanding’ and ‘Skills’. It has contributed to
GSOs including ‘Stronger & Safer Communities’, ‘Strengthening Public Life’ and ‘Health &
Well-Being’.
14. Particular strengths of the project, as cited by the partnership, are the volunteer/Trustee
recruitment for those museums where it has been most noticeable, the training programme
and the support and particular skills of the SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinators. Museums have
really valued the project but many cited how valuable the Volunteer Coordinators have
been. Having the ‘right’ skills set and personality to support museums in building volunteer
capacity and volunteer skills is a key aspect of the role. Attributes such as museum
experience, being a team player, using good communication, being able to facilitate
collaborative work, being able to work flexibly and taking initiative are all important
qualities.
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15. Extra support was provided through the project to the Museum of Cambridge, Cromwell
Museum and Wisbech & Fenland Museum as each one was facing its own pressures. At the
first two in particular, the project is credited with significantly contributing to keeping the
museums running smoothly and enabling them to deliver day-to-day tasks.
16. The project has met with some challenges, most notably the staff changes in one of the
Volunteer Coordinator roles which resulted in some continuity issues in one of the cohorts
of museums. It is fair to say that some museums have seen greater benefits than others;
some museums have not recruited any or enough volunteers and Trustees (Whittlesey
Museum, Nene Valley Railway, March Museum and Prickwillow Museum. Chatteris has
recruited many volunteers but only one Trustee). Project resources were directed towards
those museums identified at greatest need of immediate and targeted support.
17. There have been economic benefits that have made the museums more resilient, for
example improvements to their governance, volunteer management practices and external
partnerships, as well as increased staff capacity or revenue and more opportunities to grow
audiences. On the whole these have been achieved throughout the partnership, although
there are a few examples where some museums are still facing challenges (e.g. Prickwillow
Museum, Whittlesey Museum and the Museum of Cambridge).
18. Being mindful of building resilience is what has set the SWIM approach apart from other
traditional approaches to developing a volunteering programme. As well as improving
capacity and skills, the project has consciously offered support with sustainability in mind.
This has included:











Improved governance and ‘sowing the seed’ for Trustees to meet post-project
Recruiting (volunteer) volunteer coordinators who could take longer term
responsibility for building capacity and improved management in their museums
Providing training that matches skills/knowledge need
Enabling better support for volunteers so that they are more engaged in their work,
therefore hopefully leading to their longer retention
Putting in place new HR structures /new volunteer roles in certain museums to
encourage greater collaboration and fruitful conversations between volunteers
Creating up-to-date volunteer resources as well as banners advertising volunteering
opportunities
Building partnerships for SWIM museums to capitalise on post-project
Supporting opportunities for further funding (specifically at Wisbech & Fenland
Museum, Cromwell Museum and the Museum of Cambridge)
Facilitating the SWIM partnership to work collaboratively and to realise
opportunities to continue to share ideas, e.g. through the Volunteer Rewards Card.
Providing momentum for some exciting audience engagement work to continue.
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1. Context
The current programme Strengthening the Workforce in Cambridgeshire Museums
(‘SWIM’), receiving grants of £5,000 from Museums in Cambridgeshire and up to £123,626
from the Arts Council England (ACE) Museum Resilience Fund, has largely been delivered
over an 18 month period (October 2016 - March 2018). It builds on an earlier project of the
same name that was also funded by ACE for 12 months until the spring of 2016. This aimed
to achieve the same outcomes but was limited to some extent by the shorter delivery
period. Nevertheless, it was particularly successful at recruiting a large number of new
volunteers and Trustees, providing these individuals and existing volunteers / Trustees with
targeted training that significantly increased skills and knowledge, and contributing
volunteer capacity to the immediate sustainability of the Cromwell Museum as its
governance model transitioned from Local Authority to a Trust. It was not able to realise
fully its aspirations for improved audience engagement. This is because newly recruited
volunteers and Trustees, and the application of skills acquired through the training
programme, had not been fully embedded at the time SWIM1 project funding ceased and
the evaluation was completed. It is also important to recognise that some of the
achievements cited in this report stem from accomplishments that go back to the last
project, for example collaborative-working amongst the SWIM partnership.
Therefore, to avoid any confusion, the current programme which is the subject of this
evaluation report, is referred to throughout as SWIM2, and the earlier project is called
SWIM1. The full evaluation report for SWIM1 is available here, its conclusions are
reproduced in Appendix 1.

1.1 Intended Project Outcomes
The project was conceived to address five outcomes:
1. Increased community engagement with museum collections
2. Learning, leading to pride in local heritage and increased tourism
3. Positive social experiences and enhanced wellbeing, especially among diverse
communities in Fenland
4. New opportunities to acquire skills
5. Economic benefits and a more diverse museum workforce

1.2 Participating Museums
There were 14 museums that formed the SWIM2 partnership with a view to realising
benefits linked to the above outcomes:
 Burwell Museum and Windmill
 Chatteris Museum
7
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The Cromwell Museum
Ely Museum
Farmland Museum and Denny Abbey
March and District Museum
Museum of Cambridge*
Nene Valley Railway
Prickwillow Engine Museum
Ramsey Rural Museum
Stained Glass Museum*
St Neots Museum
Wisbech & Fenland Museum
Whittlesey Museum

* Museums that were new to the SWIM partnership and took part only in this second
project.
Support was offered across the partnership but there were three museums in particular
where additional resources were invested. During the course of SWIM2, as a result of
funding challenges the Museum of Cambridge lost all of its paid staff at the end of 2017,
becoming entirely reliant on volunteers and Trustees for covering day-to-day running
activities. The SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinator responsible for this museum therefore
stepped in to provide additional assistance.
As mentioned earlier, the Cromwell Museum became a Trust in 2016, having previously
been under local authority control (Cambridgeshire County Council). With this change in
governance came the loss of its paid staff save for a curatorial post. A Board of Trustees and
a large volunteer workforce were recruited (the latter largely through SWIM1), but at the
start of SWIM2, the Museum Trust was still very much in its infancy and was in need of a
great deal of support from the project. This situation was exacerbated when the curator
suddenly resigned. The Volunteer Coordinators therefore invested considerable time and
resources in the Cromwell Museum.
Wisbech & Fenland Museum is one of the oldest museums in the UK, and, although
operating as a charity, it historically relied on a local authority grant for staffing and
operational costs. With this under continued threat, in 2015 it reconstituted and became a
private company limited by guarantee without share capital. The Board of Directors went
through some changes at this time, and, more recently the Museum Curator/Manager post
was lost, leaving the museum with paid staff consisting of an Assistant Curator and two part
time staff. In the spring of 2017, the museum embarked on a 12 month HLF funded
Resilience Project, with the aim of exploring options for the longer term sustainability of the
museum, including becoming more community focused for audiences and in creating
8
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volunteering opportunities (more detail on the Resilience Project is covered in Case Study
3). This museum was therefore also identified as one that would benefit from additional
support through the SWIM2 project.

1.3 How the project worked
Two full time ‘Volunteer Coordinators’ were employed through the project to provide
support to the museums. Their title implies that these posts were focused purely on
coordinating volunteers, however this was not the case. The Volunteer Coordinators were
tasked with empowering museums to increase and upskill their volunteer / Trustee base,
and, where possible, to improve the management of volunteer activities and the volunteers
themselves.
Both fixed support (e.g. improvements to volunteer documentation) and bespoke support
(e.g. developing volunteer roles specific to the museum) were offered by the Volunteer
Coordinators. Some of the tasks that they delivered included:
 Identifying skills needs and organising relevant training
 Identifying volunteer needs and creating role descriptions
 Identifying where HR structure / design changes were needed
 Producing volunteer documentation, e.g. volunteer policy, safeguarding policy,
application form, offer letter, volunteer agreement etc. (Section 2)
 Creating a volunteer database that linked to the volunteer life cycle
 Volunteer and Trustee recruitment (from creating adverts to staffing stalls when
recruitment opportunities arose)
 Coordinating activities and promoting communication between museums
 Networking and creating opportunities for partnerships
 Delivering Trustee skills audits
 Trustee Musters (trustee workshops)
 Creating a CD resource for each of the museums containing (i) Volunteering
documentation (ii) Trustees and Museum Resource Pack with over 40 resources
covering a wide range of issues (iii) Trustee Pack Checklist (iv) Volunteering database
template
 Promoting the project (e.g. by writing articles and giving presentations)
 Delivering bespoke training
 Assisting museums to develop and run volunteer projects (e.g. Collections Reviews)
 Providing ad hoc advice (e.g. on GDPR implications)
Each Volunteer Coordinator took responsibility for their own group of museums, purely for
reasons of organising workload, rather than any other purposes, but there was considerable
cross-over in delivery (e.g. training offered and resources developed) and all the
participating museums were still involved as one partnership. As noted above, certain
museums were identified as requiring additional support because of the unique
9
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circumstances they were facing that was a threat to their long term sustainability. These
included the Cromwell Museum, Wisbech & Fenland Museum and the Museum of
Cambridge.
In the summer of 2017, about halfway through the project, one of the Volunteer
Coordinators left to take up another post. Although recruitment was initially successful in
appointing someone to take up the mantle, this individual also resigned after just a few
months and so a third person was then recruited to the Volunteer Coordinator role. These
staff changes, over a six month period, had some impact, particularly for those museums
that were under the responsibility of that Volunteer Coordinator (Burwell Museum, March
Museum, Nene Valley Railway, Prickwillow Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum, St Neots
Museum, Whittlesey Museum and Wisbech & Fenland Museum).

1.4 Evaluation Methodology
The evaluation of the project was considered from the outset which meant that the
methodology could be developed with a sensitive and flexible approach in mind. This was
important as the drivers to take part in the project, and so the desirable outcomes specific
to each museum, were not necessarily the same across the whole partnership. Not all
museums would be willing or able to contribute to all five of the over-arching planned
outcome areas for the project (Section 1.1) because they might not all match with their own
priorities. A ‘one size fits all’ evaluation approach therefore was not going to work. Instead,
a framework was developed with the five project outcome areas in mind, with defined
‘measures of success’ for each one. A mapping exercise was also undertaken to identify the
priorities for each museum, what data they were already collecting that could be used by
the project, and whether or not there was further information they could start to collect.
This allowed the evaluation plan to create a number of indicators which the participating
museums could chose to sign up to, and it also allowed for an assessment of change over
time in each museum. From the outset, therefore, there was no intention to assess the
overall impact of the project on the basis that each and every museum should fulfill all the
intended outcomes, but it was noted where museums sought to benefit in some way (e.g.
by recruiting ‘X’ volunteers) that did or did not occur.
The data collection relied on quantitative and qualitative methods. The former included
information such as the number of training sessions and the number of attendances at
these, the number of volunteers and Trustees recruited, the number of volunteer hours and
audience data. Simple spread sheets were set up where necessary to record these. The
latter included collecting feedback from:
 Delegates at training (written survey)
 The steering group committee made up of representatives for each of the
participating museum (face-to-face and via written survey)
10
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A sample of new volunteers and Trustees (via telephone interview and written
survey)
Additional individuals identified in the SWIM museums that could provide another
perspective on the project (telephone surveyed).
Some museum audiences were also surveyed for their experience of activities that
were directly linked to input from SWIM (e.g. because of newly recruited
volunteers).

Direct contact was made by the author (through face-to-face conversations, telephone
interviews, written questionnaires) with 25 individuals for their feedback. Indirect contact
(via surveys administered by the Volunteer Coordinators) was also made with other
volunteers and Trustees attending training or project activities (52 completed
questionnaires) and audiences (26 completed questionnaires).
Where possible, qualitative feedback has been assessed against the ILFA framework, using
the Generic Learning Outcomes and Generic Social Outcomes (more information about
these is available here).
Through the project activities, there were direct impacts (e.g. recruiting new
volunteers/Trustees) as well as more indirect impacts (e.g. changes to museum activities
resulting from training delivered to existing volunteers/Trustees). Sometimes, untangling
the outcomes from the project was challenging; care was therefore taken not to attribute to
the project anything that could not be traced back to SWIM-related activities.
In mapping all of the available evidence, both quantitative and qualitative, the project
achievements have been considered in terms of outputs (‘tangible deliverables’) as well as
outcomes (the difference it has made for stakeholders). The report is therefore structured
to look at each of these things in turn, then to consider where the project may have been
less successful or faced challenges and finally to map all of this information against the
intended project outcomes to assess the extent to which these have been met.
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2. What has the project delivered? The project outputs
The SWIM2 project has delivered a considerable number of things over its 18 month
delivery period as the list below demonstrates.
Two full-time Volunteer Coordinators working across 14 museums. The support they have
been able to provide is one of the most beneficial aspects of the project as cited by the
SWIM2 museums. They have done more than simply coordinating volunteers, they have
provided individualised and standardised support to museums, putting in place all of the
things listed below (and under Section 3.1), many of which will remain as a legacy after the
project.
A volunteer and Trustee recruitment programme. 106 volunteers recruited, 11 Trustees
recruited. More detail is given in Section 3.1.a. At least 20 events between March and
December 2018 have been targeted for volunteer recruitment opportunities.
A training programme. This has included at least 15 training sessions with 176 attendances.
More detail is given in Section 3.1.d.
Two Trustee Muster events which took the form of workshops for Trustees, with a
facilitator leading the session and a specific focus for each one, they also provided
participants with the opportunity to network and share ideas across the partnership.
Three SWIM Backstage Pass events – where SWIM volunteers were able to go behind the
scenes, attend talks and have a private tour at a museum on three separate occasions
(Farmland Museum & Denny Abbey, University of Cambridge Museums’ - Department of
Earth Sciences and Fitzwilliam Museum)
A ‘Volunteers Week’ social media campaign resulting in 14 posts/tweets on Facebook and
Twitter across the partnership, resulting in thousands of impressions.
A SWIM Newsletter designed to provide the project museums with updates and share best
practice. Six issues were produced. These will be available after the project via the Museums
in Cambridgeshire group website.
A large array of volunteer resources (many available on CD), including:
 Volunteer Application Form
 Volunteer Agreement
 Volunteer Role Description
 Volunteer Role Risk Assessment
 Offer Letter
12
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Training and Induction Record
Volunteer Induction Pack
Volunteer Handbooks
Advertising checklist
Volunteering Database, with Equal Opportunities Monitoring and tables / graphs for
reports. This was modified for the Museum of Cambridge to include mailmerge
facility
Trustee Skills Audit
Trustee Pack Checklist
Examples of Trustee Roles and Responsibilities
Trustee Recruitment Pack
Trustee Museum Guidance Resources (70MB of PDFs etc.)
eLearning resource for volunteer supervisors and managers
(https://prezi.com/qrg1puvktiz_)
Website to recruit volunteers and Trustees (http://www.volunteercambs.org)

A ‘Deep Clean’ at the Museum of Cambridge, with considerable input from its Volunteer
Coordinator, alongside training in object handling and cleaning, providing positive outcomes
for collections care.
Presentations / articles about the project such as that to the SHARE Museums East
Volunteer Co-ordinators Forum (March 2017) and Museums in Cambridgeshire Group (April
2017). The SWIM2 Project is the subject of a forthcoming article in the Association of
Independent Museums (AIM) bulletin.
Badges and Lanyards were produced for volunteers in the SWIM museums.
Banners advertising volunteering opportunities at Nene Valley Railway, Ramsey Rural
Museum. March Museum, Prickwillow Museum and Wisbech & Fenland Museum.

Museum of Cambridge Volunteers Week
13
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Advertising a SWIM Backstage Pass event (left)
The banner promoting volunteering at the Museum of Cambridge (right)
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3. What difference has SWIM made?
The outcomes have been broadly grouped into three areas:
 Volunteers (including Trustees)
 Audiences
 Museum Resilience
There is cross-over between each of the categories; certain outcomes relating to volunteers
(e.g. improved skills) will have a bearing on museums too (e.g. a more effective and resilient
workforce) as well as audiences (e.g. an improved audience experience). Where possible,
links between outcomes for different stakeholders are drawn out.

3.1 Volunteers
a. Volunteers and Trustees have been successfully recruited to many
identified roles
A total of 106 volunteers and at least 11 Trustees have been recruited through the project
(see Table overleaf). This compares with at least 95 volunteers and 5 Trustees recruited
during SWIM1. Collectively the two projects have therefore realised in excess of 200 new
volunteers and at least 16 Trustees recruited for the participating museums. The new
SWIM2 volunteers are covering a variety of roles that were identified by the museums as
requiring capacity, e.g. front of house, learning, marketing, collections and live
interpretation. Around ten of these volunteer roles were newly created, and filled, through
the SWIM2 project. For example, at Chatteris the museum has received such a good
response to (SWIM2-generated) volunteering posters around the town, that it now cannot
take on any more volunteers. The museum said that volunteer recruitment was one of the
key successes of the project for them. At St Neots Museum the new marketing volunteer
recruited through the project is going to be leading on developing ideas for trustee and
donor recruitment at the museum and nurturing new connections with the community. At
Wisbech & Fenland Museum, the SWIM2 project has been able to provide support alongside
the HLF Resilience Project, particularly in recent months, by building volunteer capacity and
sharing updated volunteer resources, although it is acknowledged that this support would
have had greater impact if it had been offered earlier in the project (see Case Study 3). At
the Museum of Cambridge, the SWIM2 project (and volunteer recruitment) is credited with
significantly supporting the museum at a particularly challenging time:
The Museum of Cambridge owes a great deal to the SWIM project. Due to the
precarious financial situation at the museum, and following a review in 2017 by
museum consultant, Sam Hunt, the trustees made the decision to transition to a
trustee-led, volunteer-run operating model from January 2018. Without SWIM and
the work of one of the project officers, Mark Copley, the trustees would have faced a
much greater challenge in getting the project underway. Thanks to SWIM, the
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museum had recruited a significant number of new volunteers, including a Volunteer
Coordinator (who is now a trustee), and this made the first few months of the
transition project smoother than it would otherwise have been. We also undertook a
much needed deep clean of the Museum, managed by Mark Copley, and this enabled
us to re-open on a part-time basis at the same time as the re-opening of Kettle's
Yard. This was a significant achievement which would not have been possible without
SWIM.
Chair of Trustees, Museum of Cambridge
Indeed, particular highlights in terms of trustee recruitment include the Museum of
Cambridge where five general Trustees have been appointed. A treasurer was also brought
in, and although she did not end up taking the role, she has helped with the accounts for the
museum. At the Cromwell Museum, three local Trustees with experience in business have
joined the Board; one of the Trustees is featured in Case Study 1. Two individuals have
specific roles to work in marketing or with the Friends group. One Trustee for each of the
Stained Glass Museum, Chatteris Museum and Farmland Museum have also been recruited.
At the time of writing, an advert for another Trustee at the Farmland Museum was in the
Cambridge Edition and could therefore potentially yield a positive response. A potential
Trustee (and volunteer coordinator) has also just been identified for another museum,
possibly Prickwillow, and this has been left with the Cambridgeshire Museums Partnership
Officer to follow up.

Cambridge Edition advert for Trustees
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In some museums, no volunteers have been recruited. At Ely Museum this was not a
priority, in fact it already had sufficient volunteers and so directed enquiries to other East
Cambridgeshire Museums looking for volunteers. At other museums there has not been the
response to advertised vacant roles that they were hoping for. This is true of Whittlesey
Museum, Nene Valley Railway, March Museum and Prickwillow Museum. At Whittlesey
Museum, a potential volunteer came forward at an event in January and this has been left
with the curator to follow up. At Nene Valley Railway and March Museum, no volunteers
came forward despite advertising and at Prickwillow, three new volunteers were welcomed
but the museum had vacancies for at least ten. At Whittlesey, a potential volunteer has
very recently been identified and referred by the Volunteer Coordinator to the curator to
follow up.
At some museums, specifically March, Prickwillow, Chatteris and Whittlesey,
recruiting Trustees has proved more challenging and they have not filled the role or all of
the roles that they were hoping for. Chatteris Museum stated that this was not because of a
lack of effort on the part of the project. In addition to a number already made, further
advertisements for Trustees in the Cambridge Edition (already mentioned above) and the
Huntingdon Post may still yield potential people to fill these positions.


Evidence of:
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary group membership has increased.
GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Supporting cultural diversity and identity
 New relationships have been forged between the museum and local communities.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Encouraging and supporting awareness and participation
in local decision making and wider civic and political engagement
 People say they are more aware of volunteering opportunities and say that they are
interested in, or plan to, get involved.
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Museum

Museum of Cambridge

Recruitment through SWIM2
New volunteers
Roles

57

Front of House; Volunteer Coordinators; Visitor
Research; Capturing Cambridge; Collections
Care: Book keeper; Deep Clean

Other recruitment (outside SWIM2)
Numbers
Notes (other)

New Trustees

5

Farmland Museum
Ely Museum
Stained Glass Museum

4

1

2

Learning

1

Chatteris Museum

2

Social media/marketing; Research

1

Cromwell Museum

6

Front of House; Costumed Interpreter

3

Wisbech & Fenland

13

2 Volunteer coordinators; Community
engagement; Learning; Gallery, shop/tea toom;
Work placements

Ramsey Rural Museum
St Neots Museum

2
10

Marketing

Whittlesey Museum
Prickwillow Museum

3

Marketing; tea room (events);
Collections/engines

Burwell
NVR
March
TOTAL

7

Front of House; Learning; Maintenance; Social
Media/Marketing

106

11

3
1

volunteers recruited directly by
museum, possibly via SWIM
literature
trustee recruited by museum
no further trustees required

1

trustee came from existing
volunteer whose awareness was
raised by SWIM2

2

1 trustee recruited by museum, 1
collections volunteer

7

Total numbers of volunteers and Trustees recruited through the SWIM2 project, and by the museums during the project but separate to
project activities.
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CASE STUDY 1

The SWIM Project and Iain Strath, Trustee, The Cromwell Museum
Iain was introduced to the museum through a friend who is the Chair of the Museum Trust. He knew
particularly of Iain’s interest in art and thought the fact that the Cromwell Museum has some very famous
portraits would be of interest, as would the period of history it covers. Iain had been a Trustee of Charities
before, but becoming involved with a museum is a new avenue for him, and as he lives not far from
Huntingdon, he also has a close connection to the area.
When Iain joined the Board about a year and a half ago it was still in its infancy, having only been constituted
about 14 months previously. Through the SWIM projects, the Trustees have been able to benefit from training,
including that delivered by Julie Cole which covered the role and responsibilities of Museum Trustees. This
came at an opportune moment, as shortly after the museum curator resigned and the Board had to take on
extra tasks, with a few of them in particular taking on most of the responsibilities. Iain commented, “the SWIM
Project had been very significant in terms of volunteer recruitment and coordination. Without that we would
really have been adrift.”

The Board has high aspirations for the museum and so too does Iain who said that being a Trustee there has prompted him to see the
organisation in a different light: “It’s certainly inspired me to do what I can to bring a greater recognition to the museum, to provide it with the
kind of resource it requires to achieve that recognition within the district and the UK as well.” The Trustees’ ambitious plans include
significantly increasing the number of museum visitors, hosting more events, and building resources to draw in visitors. Longer term, they also
hope to attract substantial investment from heritage grants. The first steps on this journey have been taken: an experienced curator has
recently started in post at the museum, the SWIM projects have built volunteer capacity and organisation, and there appears to be support for
the museum in the town.
“What has been encouraging in meetings with the Town Council, is that they do want to support us. Partly that’s come about with links made
through SWIM and with the Norris Museum.” Huntingdon Town Council will be employing the new curator and gradually taking over the
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financial commitment for the post’s salary. The council has also offered the museum facilities in the town hall for exhibitions and office space.
Links have also been built with the local church which has made its space available to the museum – for example a recent school group came
to the museum and then had their lunch in the church.
Iain has said that he personally has benefited from becoming a Trustee. Speaking of the relationship he has built with other Trustees, Iain
commented, “certainly it’s widened my circle of friends from places I wouldn’t probably have ever gone to – one of the recently departed
Trustees was an archivist at Churchill College. Another is one of the senior staff at the Faraday Institute in Cambridge which researches the
relationship between science and religion. I have a degree in Theology and it remains an interest.” Iain also reflected that since working with
the Cromwell Museum it has had an effect on his knowledge of the wider sector and that he now goes “into museums with quite a different
eye” and considers how things are displayed, brought to life and made interactive. It’s inspired him to consider how in 10 years time the
Cromwell Museum could be quite a different place to what it is now, where children could watch an interactive hologram of Cromwell.
Reflecting on the input of the SWIM projects, Iain
believes that without them the museum would have
been in danger of just going under. “We wouldn’t have
been able to keep the museum open. The museum never
closed, that has been because the volunteers have been
organised. [The Volunteer Coordinator] did a great job
building up numbers, putting in place a rota and rewards
system. Also they have had opportunities in terms of
training that have made them more aware of the skills
they can acquire to help the museum.”
When asked to describe what being a Trustee means,
Iain said it was a “privilege” and that it also gave him
“pride” and “pleasure” because it enables him to learn
more about such an extraordinary time in British history.
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b. Additional volunteers have a noticeable impact on capacity at certain
museums
Although several of the museums keep careful records of the number of hours volunteers
are working, these logs are, quite understandably, not separated into SWIM2 and nonSWIM2 volunteers. It is therefore difficult to quantify for the whole partnership (or those
museums at least with newly recruited volunteers) the additional capacity, in hours,
contributed by SWIM2 volunteers. Where museums have been able to fill roles, they are
noticing a difference and there are two examples where it is possible to articulate this: at
the Museum of Cambridge, and at the Cromwell Museum.
At the Museum of Cambridge, volunteer hours are being counted for the first time as a
result of SWIM2, meaning the museum should be in a better position to quantify, in
financial terms, the investment made by volunteers. Over the six weeks that the Deep Clean
took place (Section 3.1.d), for which one of the SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinators recruited an
additional 24 volunteers to the museum, a total of 1,200 hours alone were committed.
At the Cromwell Museum, nearly all volunteers have been recruited through either SWIM1
or SWIM2, and they have given 1,439 hours between October 2016 and December 2017
which equates to a financial equivalent of £14,3901. During this same period, the museum
received 7,675 visits - visits that would not have been possible without the volunteer
workforce opening up the museum.
The project has also helped to organise the volunteers into three distinct groups within an
overall organisational structure (see Section 3.3.f) and has promoted a slightly different
model to previously, in which volunteers cover the front desk as well as performing key
tasks (e.g., helping with the shop, education, events etc). This has given the volunteers a
morale boost and so led to an increase in performance, keeping the museum opening and
galvanising the team for event planning in 2018. The reliance on volunteers for the day-today running of the museum at the Cromwell is also true of the Museum of Cambridge,
especially since the loss of all paid staff positions, and to an extent at the Wisbech &
Fenland Museum. At all three, volunteers are directly contributing to visitor footfall, and the
sustainability of the museums rely on this as they are under increasing financial pressure.
At Chatteris Museum a noticeable increase in audience figures has resulted from volunteers
putting more effort into outward facing engagements and monitoring and updating media
channels such as Twitter. In 2016, the museum attracted 943 visits, and the following year
this rose to 1,312 visits.

1

Where one hour = £10.00 based on the median value between the national minimum wage (£7.50 in 2017)
and the national median hourly wage (£12.49 in 2017).
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At Wisbech & Fenland Museum, SWIM2 has been able to assist in recent months with the
transformation of the volunteer programme (see Case Study 2). Volunteer roles were
created through the Resilience Project and one of the Volunteer Coordinators amended the
roles to keep them to one side of A4, to be more ‘punchy’ and have greater appeal to new
audiences, e.g. novices, students, former museum professionals. For example, the new
Gallery Volunteer role has created a live interpretation role in the museum, enhancing
visitor experience and drawing out stories from the collections. It has been tweaked by the
SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinator in response to the findings from the community consultation
whereby visitors had felt the displays stayed the same.



Evidence of GSO:

GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Community groups feel empowered and supported, and their activity levels have
increased.
 Networks and contacts the volunteers have with the wider community have
expanded.
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c. There is greater diversity in the workforce at some museums
‘Diversity’ in this context relates to diversifying both the demographic profile of volunteers
in the SWIM museums and the skills that they possess and can use in their volunteer roles.
These skills are covered on the subsequent page. There are also examples of volunteers /
Trustees coming to the museums with the necessary skills to fulfill desirable roles, because
SWIM2 has intentionally approached the challenge of Trustee recruitment in an efficient
and effective manner, i.e. targeted recruitment on the back of identifying the specific skills
shortage in certain museums (Section 3.1.a).
Many of the SWIM museums previously had a volunteer profile that was predominantly
older and of ‘White British’ ethnicity, with volunteers without a disability, which was not
necessarily representative of the communities they serve. The SWIM2 project has begun to
change this, with the exception of disability2, and in certain museums there has been a
noticeable impact. For example, at Wisbech & Fenland Museum, four of the 13 new
volunteers are from BAME groups (one is Polish, one Latvian, one Lithuanian and one
Portuguese) and seven are aged 25 and under, with a further person in their late 20s, one in
their 30s and one in their 40s. In the cohort including Burwell Museum, the Museum of
Cambridge, the Cromwell Museum, Farmland Museum and Prickwillow Museum, nearly
30% of new recruits are from minority ethnic groups (including around 20% who identify as
‘White Other’), 17 are aged 25 and under and a further 13 are aged 26-34 years old. Many
of the new volunteers in this cohort have come from the Museum of Cambridge, where the
number of young people volunteering has increased because of targeted advertising of roles
which will be of interest to them. This has had the effect of providing a more uniform
volunteers’ age distribution, and a higher proportion of male volunteers.



Evidence of GSOs:

GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Supporting cultural diversity and identity
 The museum goes out to reach and meet the diverse needs of its communities.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary group membership has become more diverse.

2

There are no new volunteers/Trustees who self-declare themselves with a disability
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d. There have been many opportunities to develop skills for both new and
existing volunteers and Trustees through training
The formal training sessions delivered through the project have covered a variety of topics:
 MODES
 First Aid
 Documentation
 Health & Safety
 Dementia and Collections
 Emergency Planning
 Arts Award
 Safeguarding
 Deep Clean (Museum of Cambridge)
 Archives (Cromwell Museum)
Details of each training session is provided in Appendix 2.
Museums present at the last steering group credited the training programme as being
incredibly useful. Through consultation with the participating museums, the Volunteer
Coordinators identified the topics listed above as those that would bring the most benefit.
Museums valued the training programme because it was free, organised for them and
matched their needs. One museum said that ‘this would not have happened without SWIM’.
When asked how the training was benefiting their museums, one said that had increased
awareness generally in the museum, acting as a ‘seed corn’ whereby volunteers who had
attended training were then sharing their learning with others. Another said that it had
boosted confidence and had resulted in their outreach volunteers contacting schools and
making plans to develop the museum’s education offer. At the Stained Glass Museum, staff
were able to put learning from First Aid training into action when a young boy cut himself
and required treatment.

Emergency Planning Training at the
Museum of Cambridge
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Front of House training at
Wisbech & Fenland Museum

Participants often completed a survey or provided feedback in another format about the
training they had attended. They were asked what kinds of skills they had acquired and
most often this related to practical or organisational skills, followed by information
management skills and increased confidence. A sample of comments relating to knowledge
and skills, and the ways in which these will be put to use in the museums, is provided
overleaf. Below are other comments received in response to e-mail surveys, one that was
received in relation to Arts Award training, and several others that have been taken from
seven much longer responses (Appendix 3) relating to a ‘Deep Clean’ training session at the
Museum of Cambridge in January 2017 (led partly by one of the Volunteer Coordinators).
The Museum of Cambridge ‘Deep Clean’ was a social media, email and print media
campaign that led to 24 new volunteers signing up for the tasks of object handling,
movement and cleaning which took place over a six week period. Most of them have stayed
on as volunteers.
I was able to attend Arts Award training which has opened up new possibilities for our
offer to families. Burwell Museum volunteer
We clearly all relished the opportunity to familiarise ourselves with the exhibits,
including details of their history and provenance where possible. Museum of
Cambridge volunteer
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I'm sure that getting together a volunteer force of local people and allowing them to
do such hands-on work will pay off in terms of increasing loyalty to and enthusiasm for
the museum. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
I feel more engaged with the museum and its general aims. I was able to meet more
volunteers and one or two trustees. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
I've been a museum addict since my 6th birthday when my dad took me to the British
Museum and explained the importance of the Rosetta Stone. To have some
responsibility for ensuring visitors' experience was terrific. Museum of Cambridge
volunteer
I definitely feel more involved with the museum as a result. I'm proud of the work we
did and think we have contributed something towards ensuring the museum is more
accessible and hopefully can remain open. It was good to see how every volunteer's
contribution was listened to and valued. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
I received enough training to make me feel safe and confident about handling objects,
and that handling certainly made me feel more involved with the museum. Museum of
Cambridge volunteer
It has made me more engaged with the museum and our local history and I'd like to
continue volunteering in some capacity. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
All seven respondents for the Deep Clean training mentioned enjoyment; several also cited
the importance of feeling part of a team, and the fact that they felt valued for providing a
useful input into the museum and its collections. An increase in confidence and the sense
that they have a greater stake in the museum were other important benefits mentioned.
Skills sharing for Trustees has been provided via two ‘Trustee Musters’, with a third due to
be delivered in March 2018 but now postponed to early May because of bad weather. These
sessions were developed from requests by SWIM1 museums to provide their trustees in
particular with opportunities to meet, share ideas and good practice with targeted support
from museum professionals. The first one held on the 6th July 2017, was led by Julie Cole
and focused on effective governance. It was attended by 12 Trustees from 7 museums. The
second muster was held on 29th Nov 2017, was facilitated by Christine Laverock and
concentrated on strategy. It was attended by 13 trustees from 8 museums. Feedback from
this second session revealed that the majority of those attending felt that they had gained
knowledge and skills that would help with their work and found it useful having the
opportunity to talk to other Trustees. A selection of comments below illustrates this. Only
one comment was slightly critical, mentioning that the session could have been ‘less
general’. The implications of these Musters is discussed later with reference to improved
governance (Section 3.3.g).
Useful networking. Good to know we all have many of the same concerns (volunteers /
finance) and we aren’t struggling alone.
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Interesting – made me think.
[This session] allowed for real practical ideas to be shared.








Evidence of GLOs:
Enjoyment, Inspiration & Creativity
Knowledge and Understanding
Skills
Evidence of GSOs:

GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Improving group and intergroup dialogue and
understanding
 People say that they enjoyed meeting other people.
 People say they made new friends or formed positive relationships with others.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Providing safe, inclusive and trusted public spaces
 A range of people say they enjoy using the museum and feel comfortable and
confident there.
 The work, activities and projects of local people and communities are represented in
the museum.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary group members have increased communication, team working and
decision making skills to achieve their goals.
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Example feedback from SWIM training sessions relating to new knowledge / skills
[I gained a] good overview of the
software I know nothing about. [It
was] very clearly explained, even to
a newby [sic] like me who is also
new to museum work. Thank you!
MODES

This is going to save me so
much time - answering queries
will take minutes rather than
hours now!
MODES

I have an understanding of the
museum policy and the reasons
for it re. documentation of
objects.
Documentation

I have developed the
confidence to be the first
person on a medical scene.
General first aid actions when
faced with an emergency.
First Aid

I've gained a huge amount of
knowledge about MODES, which
will be incredibly useful and save
me a huge amount of time on a
day-to-day basis. Great training,
very informative, many thanks!
MODES

I have gained awareness of
reporting structures when concerns
are raised about a child or
vulnerable adult.
Safeguarding

[I now know about] the process of
acquisition, criteria, documentation
policies and materials.
Documentation

Really brilliant @modesusers
training day today - one of the
most useful courses I've attended!
Thanks to Nick & the SWIM project.
Tweet by Stained Glass Museum
MODES

[I’ve learnt about] handling water
damage, planning for everything,
salvaging collections.
Emergency Planning
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Example feedback from SWIM training sessions relating to the difference that training will make for
museums
I will use the training while
accessioning / recording locations
of objects.
Documentation

We now plan on updating our
Emergency Plan and making it
more practical and include training
for our staff and volunteers.
Emergency Planning

We have placed the red cross first
aid response cards in the office and
shop as an aid. We are also renewing
our first aid kit.
First Aid

We are going to revise the
emergency plan, update supplies
and present to trustees.
Emergency Planning

I am going to be taking on a greater
role in new documentation and
updating old records in my
voluntary work.
Documentation

We now plan to develop a specific
emergency/disaster response plan
for major contractual work and
make staff and trustees aware of
actions and managing such
situations. Thanks – this was really
useful – practical approach and
learning from real life scenarios –
very, very helpful.
Emergency Planning

We will write new updated
emergency plan with better
information and purchase
emergency kit items. Excellent
short session.
Emergency Planning
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e. Volunteers are having a positive experience
With the exception of one person, volunteers recruited through SWIM2 report that they
have had a positive experience working in the museums. Through the project, a Joint
Rewards Card has been developed and offered to all SWIM Museum volunteers. This gives
them free entry to museums in the partnership, as a way of saying ‘thank you’ for their
time, and has been warmly welcomed by the volunteers. Museums report that it is being
well used and there is a commitment to continue it after SWIM2. Another outcome is that
volunteers are able to bring back and implement ideas from other museums which is having
a motivational effect. This too is happening for Trustees through the Trustee Musters.

The Joint Rewards Card created through SWIM
Another activity developed to celebrate the efforts of volunteers, whilst promoting
opportunities for enjoyment and learning, is the SWIM Backstage Pass. This included four
events, exclusive to SWIM volunteers, giving behind-the-scenes access to museums, as well
as talks and guided tours. They have included a tour of Denny Abbey, an event at the
Museum of Cambridge, a tour of the Founder’s Gallery at the Fitzwilliam Museum, followed
by a workshop with the learning team on family trails, and a conservation tour of the
archives and climate controlled storage at the Department of Earth Sciences (University of
Cambridge) followed by a laboratory session. The Backstage Pass events have proved
popular, providing volunteers with an enjoyable experience, for example:
Just a quick thank you for setting up the fascinating and fun session at the
Conservation Lab this morning. What a challenging job they have, but what a
marvellous collection. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
As you surely realised, I really REALLY enjoyed our Conservation Tour etc yesterday.
Many thanks for organising it. It goes without saying that I would be enthusiastic to
visit any other 'back-stage’ parts of the University. Museum of Cambridge volunteer
The achievements of volunteers are also being celebrated. One of the Volunteer
Coordinators wrote an application for a SHARE Museums East Volunteer Award in 2017 for
Alice Zeitlyn who works at the Museum of Cambridge. She went on to win this award and
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this recognition was celebrated by the whole museum. At Ramsey Rural Museum, Volunteer
Awards have been introduced in 2017 to celebrate the valuable contributions made by
individuals to the museum.

Alice Zeitlyn with her SHARE Volunteer Award
At St Neots Museum, one young individual has found that volunteering is having a positive
outcome for her mental health and the Curator there has commented that other volunteers
report feeling more part of the community through their work at the museum.
and at other museums, anecdotal feedback suggests that volunteers are feeling more
supported and valued because of the project. In fact, the Farmland Museum, Cromwell
Museum, Chatteris Museum, Burwell Museum, St Neots Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum
and March Museum were vociferous on how well supported they have been by the
Volunteer Coordinators – this is one of the most valued aspects of the project when the
Steering Group were surveyed.
At Ramsey Rural Museum, there are examples of new volunteers really welcoming the
opportunity to socialise and make gainful use of their time, especially those who are retired
and miss the camaraderie of the workplace. Three volunteers, one a plumber, one a
metalwork welder and another a carpenter, have been recruited through the project and
are putting their skills to good use.
The Curator at the Farmland Museum said that “long term, the volunteers … greatly
appreciate the [SWIM funded] training”. Indeed, an outcome from the training is that
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volunteers feel more confident of their own skills and enthused to put what they have
learnt into practice (Section 3.1.d).

Backstage Pass Event, Department of Earth Sciences
At Chatteris Museum, there is now noticeable enthusiasm for doing things such as
community engagement which has resulted in volunteers researching potential sponsors
and grants. There are also examples of bereaved individuals who have found new
friendships and a sense of value in their roles as volunteers. The volunteer Curator here has
also pointed to the positive impact of an annual Christmas lunch and summer events to
recognise volunteer input and create opportunities to socialise. These have resulted in
improved interaction within the volunteer team leading to more positive customer service
and an improved experience for visitors.
Anecdotally a younger volunteer (a Higher Education volunteer placement student
supported by SWIM) has expressed a sense of achievement in learning something new by
working on a leaflet. This will accompany the forthcoming Clarkson exhibition to provide
another level of interpretation and encourage contemporary debate about modern slavery.
A Museum of Cambridge volunteer recruited through the project has helped to organise
short term volunteering opportunities for Cambridge Regional College photography
students to have an input into a forthcoming exhibition (summer 2018). The feedback from
the students has been very encouraging, suggesting that the experience has given them a
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chance to consider the history of Cambridge and how it has physically changed over time,
for example:
Researching the spots where the photographs were taken made me reflect on the
history of the buildings and how much the architecture of Cambridge has changed.
The students were able to cite a wide range of things they had enjoyed about the
experience, including ‘exploring Cambridge, old/new locations’, ‘taking something old and
making it modern’ and ‘learning some of the information about Cambridge’. When asked to
describe their time on the project, all seven respondents used positive adjectives. These
have been used to create the ‘Word Cloud’ below – the more often a word was used, the
more prominent it becomes in the visual representation.
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Evidence of GLOs:
Enjoyment, Inspiration & Creativity
Evidence of GSOs:

GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Improving group and intergroup dialogue and
understanding
 People say that they enjoyed meeting other people.
 People say they made new friends or formed positive relationships with others.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary groups feel empowered and supported, and their activity levels have
increased.
GSO - Health & Well-Being: Encouraging healthy lifestyles and contributing to mental and
physical wellbeing
 People say they feel an increased sense of wellbeing i.e. they feel inspired, relaxed or
think on a higher level.
 People say that opportunities for social contact with others have increased their
confidence and self esteem.
 People felt proud that they participated in a creative process / achieved a creative
outcome.
GSO - Health & Well-Being: Helping children and young people to enjoy life and make a
positive contribution
 People say that young people's ideas and contributions are valued and represented.
 People say that young people have participated in and feel ownership of the
development of projects and services
 People say that young people have enjoyed learning / enjoyed / been inspired by the
experience.
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3.2 Audiences
a. Enjoying an increase in opening hours / reducing the risk of closure days
At least three museums can attribute the SWIM2 Project and greater volunteer capacity
with either an increase in their opening hours or a reduced risk that their museum will have
to close on certain days due to a lack of staff.
At both the Cromwell Museum and the Museum of Cambridge there had been instances
when the museums were closed due to a lack of volunteers or management. In the former,
this affected one or two half days (or weekends) a month and at the latter, one half day per
month was lost on average. The volunteer force at both museums is now at capacity, fully
motivated and with new systems in place, so the risk of unforeseen closures going forward
is reduced.
At Wisbech & Fenland Museum, additional volunteers recruited through SWIM have helped
with the opening of the museum on Sundays throughout January (see Case Study 2). This
has never happened before. Volunteers gave talks, helped direct visitors and developed
workshops, activities and held archaeological identification sessions. Visitor numbers were
positive throughout. Overall the feedback from visitors was incredibly positive. The FenArch
Day was well received by the families who attended, the Conservation Live events were a
niche event and visitors were fascinated by the books in the library and conservation
techniques – there were lots of lively discussions and most visitors seemed to have come
because they had an interest in the event. ‘January Sundays’ were a trial to explore whether
or not there is a demand to open on this day at some points in the year, in collaboration
with other venues in the town, e.g. Peckover House and St Peter’s Church. Potentially,
therefore if there are sufficient volunteers and a willingness, additional opening such as this
may be offered in future.

b. Having more activities to chose from
Those museums that have welcomed more volunteers through the project cited several
examples where they have been able to provide audiences with an improved offer. Online
audiences are able to engage more with Ramsey Rural Museum, Chatteris and Whittlesey
Museum as a result of social media volunteers recruited through the project. At Ramsey
Rural Museum, they have been able to develop more events, such as a joint venture with a
1940s group and vintage car club activities (as well as offer the museum as a venue for
weddings – one was held in 2017 with two more booked for 2018). Moving forward, the
museum is planning to sign up to the initiative ‘Kids in Museums’ which will hopefully see
the museum develop its family friendly offer. Chatteris Museum has already signed up to
‘Kids in Museums’; both museums made this decision with encouragement from their
Volunteer Coordinator.
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A SWIM2-recruited volunteer at the Farmland Museum will be working to raise awareness
of the new loan boxes for schools, so the outcome from these efforts cannot be recorded
here but will hopefully be realised in the future.
At both Burwell Museum and St Neots Museum, new and younger volunteers are coming
via the Duke of Edinburgh Award because of contacts made with schools by one of the
Volunteer Coordinators and at the latter museum, SWIM2 training has provided volunteers
with the skills to engage more with audiences with dementia. This is also helping to broaden
the museums’ audiences.
At Chatteris Museum, the social media/marketing volunteer has been able to communicate
what the museum has to offer with a wider group of people, and other volunteers have
helped to build links with schools and community groups through outreach work. They have
also been able to build links with Cam Sight, the Cambridgeshire charity for people with
sight loss. The museum is now on their visiting programme to do tactile history talks; this is
a new audience for the organisation. Additionally, Chatteris Museum has been able to host
a George Clare (WW1) centenary event and exhibition which was covered by BBC Radio and
Television. This has received considerable input from a new volunteer recruited through
SWIM2 who is a WW1 expert. One visitor clearly valued the event and was compelled to
post a review on TripAdvisor (December 2017) as a result:
Well organised establishment and the volunteers who run this Museum are to be
congratulated on the high standards they have achieved. A recent display of artifacts
and documents for the Town VC Hero George Clare VC was very well presented and the
community appreciated the effort put in by Ian Mason and his co-staff.
At the Cromwell Museum, outreach sessions (both with a local school and community
groups) and group visits have been supported or delivered by SWIM volunteers and new
events have occurred as a direct result of the SWIM2 project:
 Held in the town square, ‘A Call to Arms’ commemorated the 350th anniversary of
the start of the English Civil War. It featured activities in the market square and
museum, as well as ‘Sealed Knot’ re-enactors.
 Huntingdon Library had a Christmas stall and temporary exhibition in the museum
with a pop up shop and children’s candlestick holder making activity.
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Cromwell Christmas Event

At Wisbech & Fenland Museum, SWIM volunteers have been able to assist with opening up
the museum at weekends for the first time (Section 3.2.b), events (e.g. ‘Twilight’ see
Section 3.2.c ) and by offering something different for visitors (see Case Study 2). For
instance, the young people on work placement have been contributing to contemporary
projects in the museum. These include re-interpreting collections, creating social media
marketing campaigns, creating pop-up exhibitions and developing an online exhibition of a
recently accessioned collection of local photographs, thereby increasing local community
digital engagement with museum collections and hopefully encouraging visits to the
museum in the future.
The Museum of Cambridge will be offering an exhibition in the summer of 2018 which will
feature photographic input from Cambridge Regional College students who were organised
by a SWIM2 volunteer (Section 3.1.e).
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Evidence of GSOs:

GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Supporting cultural diversity and identity
 Events, programmes, activities and exhibitions attract a diverse profile of visitors.
 New relationships have been forged between the museum / library / archive and
local communities.
 The museum / library / archive staff go out to reach and meet the diverse needs of
its communities.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary groups say that the partnership has enabled them to deliver outcomes and
benefits beyond the scope of a single organisation

c. SWIM Volunteers/training helps audiences have a positive experience
It is unfortunate that more feedback could not be collected from audiences for this report.
The available evidence is scant but it does suggest that visitors are enjoying activities
delivered with SWIM2 support, and that they are learning new things as a result. It is also
worth pointing out that some activities that SWIM2 volunteers are working on now, which
will have an audience focus, are still in developmental stages, for instance the summer
exhibition at the Museum of Cambridge mentioned directly above.
Seven adults and seven children provided feedback on the Twilight event held at Wisbech &
Fenland Museum on Tuesday 13th February 2018 which was supported by a SWIM
volunteer. Five of the children scored the event 5/5, one 4/5 and one 3/5. They discovered
new information (e.g. ‘that a mammoth tooth is really big’ and that ‘it is heavy’) and cited
wide ranging things that they enjoyed (e.g. ‘the birds and the crystals’, ‘dinosaur eggs in the
shop’, ‘colouring’, ‘looking at the fossils closely’). The adults rated the museum, staff and
volunteer friendliness and event all as either ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’.
The Cromwell Christmas event on Saturday 9th December 2017 attracted 24 children with 12
providing feedback. Nine scored the event 5/5, one 4.5/5 and one 4/5. Things they most
enjoyed included getting to make a candle holder and the fact that they were doing
something tactile/creative (handling clay). They too discovered new information, such as ‘[a]
candle holder [is] made on a potter’s wheel’, ‘that candles were made out of beeswax’, ‘how
to shape and to make the candle holder’ and ‘[about] Oliver Cromwell’.
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Steering group members discussing what SWIM2 has achieved
At Chatteris Museum, the curator has credited new volunteers with helping to put “pride
back in [the] town by showing [its] unique history” and certainly a review of TripAdvisor
reveals very positive feedback from visitors about the museum and the knowledge and
welcome of its (volunteer) staff.
Anecdotally from one of the project Volunteer Coordinators, visitors at the Fen Arch event
(Wisbech & Fenland Museum) were introduced to the Tim Mann exhibition, and explanation
of how the work was achieved through involving the wider community. The feedback was
extremely positive. Visitors also enjoyed seeing the Dickens manuscript.





Evidence of GLOs:
Enjoyment, Inspiration & Creativity
Knowledge and Understanding
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CASE STUDY 2

Wisbech & Fenland Museum: The work and experience of SWIM Volunteers
As mentioned elsewhere, volunteer recruitment at Wisbech & Fenland
Museum has really picked up in recent months with the appointment of
the third SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinator for this museum cohort. Many
of the new volunteers are younger than the traditional profile
associated with the museum, and some have come via a non-traditional
route (e.g. with an interest in IT) or from ethnic minority backgrounds,
including Eastern European groups.
Four of the new individuals recruited to the museum through SWIM2
kindly provided an insight into their experience in volunteer roles, three
of which have a more audience focus3. Beth is a MA student on a
Museums and Galleries in Education course in London, James is
considering post-graduate studies in Museums/Heritage, Paul is already
involved with the Fenland Archaeological Society and volunteers as a
Gallery Assistant, and Richard moved back to the area about seven

years ago, having lived in Wisbech as a child.
James has helped with setting up the classroom area of the museum in preparation for a primary school visit, with arrangements for a
Christmas gathering and has been editing and revising two catalogues which will accompany the ‘Roman Pottery’ and ‘Medieval Wood Carving’
displays in the gallery. He said that the main benefit from volunteering is the first-hand experience he has gained working in the museum
environment (mainly in independent research and writing) and would certainly be receptive to further opportunities for more audience-facing
work.
3

Names have been changed as permission to use individuals’ feedback was granted on an anonymous basis. Photo above courtesy of Tin Fish Creative Communications
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Above: Twilight Event (photo courtesy of Nicola Power)
Right: Visitors enjoying the galleries (photo courtesy of Tin Fish
Creative Communications)

Beth has been involved in varied tasks such as helping on
the Twilight at the Museum evening session, a completely new kind of event for the museum, aimed at giving families and children
opportunities to handle objects and hear story-telling. She has also attended meetings with the museum team with Heritage Schools, Historic
England, the local library and the Cambridge Heritage Education Group and has helped to do some outreach work in schools. Volunteering at
the museum has been an eye opening experience. She commented “I didn’t even realise the museum was there [before]! So that is definitely a
change. It has made me realise how much it really can contribute to the local community too if given the correct opportunities and funding.”
Beth explained that on a personal note, volunteering has given her more confidence in delivering outreach educational work, as well as vital
experience and knowledge on the daily work of the museum, which will be of benefit in her future career. She has described her experience as
“enlightening, exciting, varied”.
Richard has worked on the front desk, welcoming visitors and answering their questions. He has also been doing research on the museum’s
photographic collections of the 1920s/30s. Volunteering at the museum has brought him “a certain pride in being able to show visitors the
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history of the town and the Fens.” Richard feels that the museum’s own history is unique, and enjoys his time as a volunteer there saying that
he finds it “educational” and “exciting”.
Paul has attended two training courses since starting with the museum, one was a general induction and the other was more specifically
related to his role as a Gallery Assistant, a role that is very public facing and which involves him engaging visitors with the collections when
required. Being a volunteer has given Paul a new appreciation for “the extent of the effort that goes in, behind the scenes, to run and maintain
this asset for Wisbech” and says that he is now much more aware of the museum’s documentary collection which could be a great asset to him
when researching local history. He feels that efforts to recruit more volunteers is “a step forward in the right direction” and that this needs to
be maintained to the point where there is sufficient capacity to “make a difference to the experience visitors have”.
In fact, plans to address this last point are covered in Case Study 3.
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3.3 Museum Resilience
a. Building audiences in certain museums
As new events and activities have been offered by SWIM2-recruited volunteers, there are
examples of audiences that would not have visited otherwise, as well as new types of
audiences. These examples are limited however to those museums that have seen a greater
increase in volunteer capacity or in volunteers with a more public-facing role. Burwell
Museum, Prickwillow Museum, Nene Valley Railway and the Stained Glass Museum do not
feel that the project has made a difference in this area for them.
At Cromwell Museum, the event ‘A Call to Arms’ brought in 102 adult visits and 27 child
visits (when the Saturday previous to that there were respectively 40 and 7 visits). Group
visits by Visitors Travel Editions brought in 40 adults and the Battlefields Study Group
brought in 9 adults. The ‘Cromwell Christmas’ event was attended by 29 children. School
pupils are a completely new audience for the museum; an outreach session with Thorndown
Primary School engaged 120 pupils. Others with community groups including Probus, St
Ives, Saffron Waldron Museum Society, Godmanchester Beavers and Buckdean Local History
Society have reached 20 children and 97 adults. Additionally, a lecture at Huntingdon Town
Hall about the history of the museum and its collections received 41 attendances. In total
these figures add up to an extra 485 instances of engagement with audiences.
As mentioned earlier, online audiences are being attracted to some of SWIM museums
because of newly recruited volunteers working in this area. This is the case for example at
Ramsey Rural Museum, which has also noted a younger demographic engaging with them
online. At Whittlesey Museum, a SWIM volunteer that only stayed with the museum a short
time was nevertheless able to set up an Instagram account, which the museum has
continued to use for audience engagement purposes. At St Neots, volunteers with wider
skills have been able to create video films for the museum website, which incidentally is
new and has been built by a volunteer web designer recruited through the project. New
volunteers are also running family-based activities which is bringing in new audiences.
At Chatteris, a video introducing the museum was created by a SWIM volunteer, and placed
on YouTube (see here). This has had nearly 200 views (as of March 2017). Additionally,
increased promotion of their social media pages is attracting younger local audiences (they
have a dedicated volunteer for this, recruited through the project). Audience figures are up
because of advertising that the new marketing/media volunteer is able to do, and they have
been able to engage schools more with loan boxes, focusing on storytelling and local
history. Anecdotally, Chatteris Museum has noticed more Eastern European visitors
(especially young families) visiting, and, because of improved customer care, the volunteers
generally feel more confident about welcoming them and engaging them in conversation.
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One of the January Sundays at Wisbech & Fenland Museum mentioned earlier took the
form of an archaeology event day which gave visitors the chance to get involved in a range
of activities and also encouraged new audiences. Anecdotal feedback revealed a child
bringing along family members new to the museum following promotion at a school
assembly in March. His parent said in conversation how he had once lived in Wisbech and
didn’t even know the museum was there, and his grandparent mentioning that while they
were visiting the museum, they had found out about Octavia Hill Birthplace House (nearby)
and would be visiting that too, therefore encouraging tourism across the town.



Evidence of GSOs:

GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Supporting cultural diversity and identity
 Events, programmes, activities and exhibitions attract a diverse profile of visitors.
 New relationships have been forged between the museum / library / archive and
local communities.
 The museum / library / archive staff go out to reach and meet the diverse needs of
its communities.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Encouraging and supporting awareness and participation
in local decision making and wider civic and political engagement
 The museum / library / archive works to make its collections inclusive and accessible.

b. Enjoying a better understanding of audiences
There are four instances where the SWIM2 project has contributed to museums having
increased knowledge of their audiences. At the Museum of Cambridge, visitor numbers and
the origins of some of these visitors have started to be recorded on reception. Analysis of
the initial data suggests that the museum enjoys a significant number of overseas and
national visitors (perhaps over 70%). Approximately 20% of visitors appear to be from
Cambridge, although these observations are made tentatively as they are based on a sample
of visitors, not all visitors. At the Cromwell Museum, recording the origins of a sample of
visitors started in September 2017, and at this stage indications suggest that almost 50% of
the sample come from abroad/outside of Cambridgeshire and around 25% come from
Huntingdon, which is not what the museum anticipated since there was a common belief
that few people in the town knew the museum existed. Again, these assessments are based
on a sample of visitors and so are being treated as early indicators, rather than as a
definitive map of all visitor domiciles.
At both St Neots Museum and Whittlesey Museum, a SWIM Volunteer Coordinator carried
out a non-user survey which has been extremely useful. At the latter, the non-user survey
has fed into the museum’s Forward Plan and strategic vision for the next few years, and has
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developed its events programme partially based on that feedback. Specifically, it is
concentrating on improving publicity and general information about the museum to
increase visitor numbers, trialling different methods to see which are most successful.
Other priorities include a review of opening hours, an increase in temporary exhibitions and
more family friendly activities; the museum now has a regular exhibitions programme with
four exhibitions a year, including this summer a photography exhibition (which was specially
mentioned in the response to the survey) and an increase to eight event days this year,
including three general events, four aimed at families with school aged children and one
aimed at preschool children.

c. Benefiting from an increase in revenue
There are a few examples to date where the SWIM2 project and volunteers have
contributed to small increases in revenue. The Museum of Cambridge maintains that its
shop is now bringing in more money with the help of retail volunteers but cannot yet
quantify this as the new volunteer book keepers will be able to provide more detail in a 12
month’s time.
Wisbech & Fenland Sundays brought in £30 in tours and the Fen Arch day at the same
museum raised £18 in shop sales. At Chatteris, grant applications and sponsorship, made
with the support of the Volunteer Coordinator, have realised increased funding for the
museum and at Ramsey Rural Museum, using the venue for weddings should bring in extra
income but as this is a relatively new venture it is too early to quantify this. Also still in an
early stage is the help at St Neots Museum from a national museum which is appraising its
retail offer with a view to providing advice that will see shop sales increase. All of these
ventures have been supported through the project, either with assistance from one of the
Volunteer Coordinators, or from volunteers recruited through the project.
At the Cromwell Museum, the new events and audience engagement activities mentioned
earlier (Section 3.2.b) have raised approx. £740 in paid-for activities, shop sales and
donations.

d. The partnership: creating a platform through which to share skills and
ideas
This has been a really useful scheme - one of the most important things was the idea
that this was something which many different museums were taking part in together,
so we weren't being singled out for "remedial" treatment but taking part in a
partnership. Burwell Museum
Representatives from the Marketing & Retail Group at the Cromwell Museum have visited
the shops at the Stained Glass Museum and Ely Museum which has led to new ideas for
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stock and the presentation of the Cromwell Museum shop. The Cromwell Education and
Outreach Group visited the Norris Museum (a member of the Museums in Cambridgeshire
Group) to gather advice on their outreach and schools offer. This has led to an exciting joint
project which is in the development stage, offering local schools the opportunity to visit
both museums as well as a structured schools visit, so they can learn about and engage with
local heritage at both venues.
Ely Museum and the Stained Glass Museum, and on a smaller scale Prickwillow Museum,
are sharing many volunteers which means that skills and ideas are being shared between
the organisations.
The Trustee Musters are creating opportunities for museums to network and share good
practice at a strategic level (Section 3.3.g). It is hoped that these will continue beyond
SWIM2 and be organised and facilitated by the Trustees themselves who have seen a
benefit to meeting in this way.
Section 3.1.d also outlines how skills learnt through SWIM2 funded training is being put to
good use and are therefore having longer term benefits for museums.

Trustee Muster Event
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e. Museums gain from the capacity and skills of the Project Volunteer
Coordinators
The two SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinators posts (and the individuals who filled them) have
been really appreciated by the participating museums. In particular, they have been grateful
of having the chance to call on their help, when needed, for professional advice and handson delivery of activities specific to their museum. This was cited by several museums – for
instance, the Cromwell Museum, Burwell Museum, St Neots Museum, Farmland Museum,
March Museum, Stained Glass Museum, Nene Valley Railway and Ramsey Rural Museum.
Some of these museums felt that this was the most valuable part of the project, one
describing the activities that Volunteer Coordinators delivered as ‘hugely helpful’. Just some
of the comments to illustrate this are provided below:
The SWIM project managed by the County Council’s museum officer, Gordon
Chancellor, comes to an end in February. The museum has benefited hugely from the
support of Mike Brooks & Mark Copley, not only in coordinating volunteers but also
performing other tasks well beyond their remits. It has been a great success & trustees
recorded their appreciation & thanks. Hopefully the project will attract future funding
from the Arts Council. News from the Trustees, Cromwell Museum, February 2018
Having someone to talk to with wider experience than mine was particularly useful as
a lone staff member - advice on the data protection act as it applied to volunteer
records and on volunteer management in general was excellent and much appreciated.
Help with publicity was also very useful, as our volunteer recruitment campaigns
looked much better with help from SWIM. Burwell Museum
The most successful aspect of SWIM in my opinion was in having someone to speak to
and contact as and when advice was needed. Nene Valley Railway
Because none of us at Ramsey Rural Museum are 'museum' people and are all
volunteers, having Mark and Sarah available to us, with their fundamental knowledge
of how things work, what others have done and who to talk to about issues will be
sorely missed. Ramsey Rural Museum
[The cessation of the Volunteer Coordinators posts] will be a loss to all museums as
their posts have provided enormous support and networking and training
opportunities. Stained Glass Museum
The Volunteer Coordinators provided so many supportive outputs for museums but their
physical presence in some museums, at events and behind the scenes, was also deemed to
be incredibly positive. They were conscious however that they were not simply there to
‘plug’ temporarily a gap in capacity, but that they needed to put in place support that would
benefit the museums beyond the end of SWIM2. Examples include
 At the Museum of Cambridge one of the SWIM Volunteer Coordinators helped to
produce an Interim HR (Volunteering) Strategy for their application to the HLF
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Resilient Heritage programme, which was singled out by the panel as helping the
application. The same coordinator also organised and helped to train volunteers for
the ‘Deep Clean’ at this museum which will have a lasting positive impact on the
capability of the volunteers and for the care of the collections too.
The coordination element of the project support was deemed by one Trustee at the
Cromwell Museum to have ‘added significant value’ as their SWIM Volunteer
Coordinator has been able to identify the skills sets of different volunteers,
encouraging them to put these to use in the museum and organised them into
distinct groups in a way that was ‘empowering’. He said that this would not have
happened without SWIM.
The other volunteer coordinator, for instance, organised a stall at and attended in
her last week in post the event ‘Culture Connect’ (supported by Festival Bridge as
part of the work of the Young Fenland Cultural Consortium), encouraging
representatives from Burwell, Wisbech, Chatteris and Ramsey Rural Museums to
attend as well. This event was focused on connecting teachers to culture in Fenland
and generated opportunities for the museums present to have conversations with
attending teachers about potential educational sessions they could offer. Written
information about March and Whittlesey Museums was also passed on to interested
parties.
Furthermore, at March Museum, their SWIM Volunteer Coordinator has been
providing support with MODES and with tightening up museum procedure for
objects coming in for identification and for acquisitions. This will have benefits for
documentation standards at the museum after the project ends.
Volunteer Coordinators had also delivered audience surveys at Whittlesey and St
Neots Museums, with a view to recruiting more volunteers and/or shaping the
museum offer for audiences (Section 3.3.b).

Attendees at the last steering group meeting identified that the SWIM Volunteer
Coordinators did more than simply coordinate volunteers. Many of the activities they
delivered went far beyond this and called upon their varied skills and experience, including
providing contacts and networking, curatorial support, IT and documentation advice. At the
Cromwell Museum, the curatorial skills of one of the Volunteer Coordinators were
incredibly useful when the curator left and the Trustees did not have the knowledge or
experience to bridge this gap. The strategic overview the Volunteer Coordinators had was
also deemed valuable, for example when a volunteer applied to a museum but their skills
set was better suited elsewhere, they could be redirected to the other museum that would
be a better fit. This was also seen in their ability to attend meetings at county and regional
level, which is not always possible for paid staff or volunteers (and often part time) working
in small museums. It meant that they were able to bring news and information back to the
museums thereby helping to keep their practice relevant and current.
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f. Museums have more effective volunteer management
Systems for volunteer management have been improved in SWIM2, often building on
positive changes made with the earlier SWIM1 project, hopefully leading to the longer
retention of volunteers and more sustainable outcomes for museums. In addition to the
skills building opportunities mentioned earlier (Section 3.1.d) which have had a positive
impact on the knowledge and confidence of volunteers, their sense of being valued and, in
some instances, on improved care of the collections and museum plans / policies, there are
several other ways in which the volunteer workforce is being better managed as explored
below.
There is a significant body of volunteer resources that have been formalised through SWIM2
(Section 2) and made available to all of the partner museums, as well as shared more
widely, for instance with Thorney Museum, St Albans Museum, David Parr’s House in
Cambridge and at the Volunteer Co-ordinators Forum event in March 2017. Feedback from
museums about these resources has been very positive. At Wisbech & Fenland Museum
they are credited as being incredibly useful to the museum as it finishes its Resilience
Project, the support from SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinator comes to an end and the Assistant
Curator takes on all volunteer induction (Case Study 3). March & Burwell Museums say they
have used some of the documentation, Farmland Museum has found the Trustee
Recruitment Pack really helpful in recruiting a Trustee itself and Chatteris Museum
commented on how there are “better, more flexible application forms and induction plans”
and that having a range of role descriptions had “generated extra roles we hadn’t thought
about before.” At Whittlesey Museum, the resources have brought to their attention
“volunteer procedures such as induction, including providing a CD with templates, leading
to an internal rewrite of some of the pack by museum staff”.
There are also examples of museums collecting more reliable data about their volunteers to
assist with monitoring, forward planning and advocacy. This includes demographic
information about their workforce as well as statistics on the hours given by volunteers. At
Prickwillow Museum for example, volunteer hours are now being counted because of
SWIM2, whereas previously they were only estimated (c.5560 hours in 2016, 6,200 hours in
2017). This may explain why they have risen over two consecutive years as it is possible they
were being underestimated before.
Some museums have come to appreciate the value of having dedicated volunteer
coordination roles in place which will ensure that the outcomes from SWIM2 are sustainable
beyond the end of the project. This is the case at Chatteris Museum, the Museum of
Cambridge, where four volunteers are carrying out these duties, as well as at the Cromwell
Museum where two individuals have stepped in to the role. At Wisbech & Fenland Museum,
there are plans after SWIM2 to put in place a Volunteer and Communities Officer, subject to
funding being awarded (Case Study 3). The point of these roles is to build resilience in the
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museums so that volunteer recruitment, organisation and support can continue beyond the
life of SWIM2, and the outcomes from this project are not limited to its funded delivery
period alone.
SWIM2 was also able to step in to help with transforming volunteer programmes. This is the
case at the Museum of Cambridge where one of the SWIM Volunteer Coordinators assessed
the primary requirements as being volunteer management, front of house, book keeping,
and the shop. Eight new volunteer roles were created to run the office functions. Without
the new volunteers, the employed staff at the time would have been over-whelmed with
the additional tasks that they would have had to take on. The additional Front of House
volunteers ensured that staff would be called upon on fewer occasions to man the desk, and
greatly reduce closures.
Also, at the Cromwell Museum, a clear organisational structure (see below) has been
created, alongside Terms of Reference, with volunteers associated with specific groups:
Marketing & Retail, Education & Outreach (also covering events), Digital & Communications.
The more formal organisation of volunteers into teams is intended to promote
communication and ideas sharing between them, especially when they are working on
common tasks, leading to a coordinated approach that is hopefully a more sustainable
model for the museum longer term.
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The new HR structure implemented at the Cromwell Museum by one of the SWIM
Volunteer Coordinators.
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CASE STUDY 3

SWIM2 and the HLF-funded Resilience Project at Wisbech & Fenland Museum

Running concurrently with the SWIM2 project, is a 12 month Heritage Lottery funded Resilience
Project at Wisbech & Fenland Museum ending in March 2018. This aims to provide the museum
with the capacity and time to produce a set of priorities for its future sustainability as local authority
funding is being withdrawn. As part of this, an options proposal and business plan are being
developed which also take account of how best to support the Board of Directors and volunteers at
the museum and the results of local community consultation on the museum and the activities it
could offer for audiences. The link-up between the SWIM2 Project and the Resilience Project comes
from to the volunteer element present in both; although the museum has a curator and two parttime members of staff, it is largely reliant on volunteer support to stay open.
The evaluation of the Resilience Project was still underway at the time of writing this report, but the
consultant delivering it, and the Acting Curator, kindly provided their thoughts on the impact of the
SWIM2 project at the museum, and its relationship with the Resilience Project.
It was identified that the staff changes in the SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinator post presented some
challenges at Wisbech & Fenland Museum, and that the timing of the start of the SWIM2 project
came at a point when the museum was facing capacity challenges because the post of
Curator/Manager had been lost. This made it more difficult to plan activities with which SWIM2
could provide effective support.
Specifically, changes to the Volunteer Coordinator post holders meant that increasing volunteer numbers and helping to build relationships
between existing and new volunteers has happened rather late on in the programme of Resilience Project activities. There was a need for
volunteers to support some of the extras in this project before it did and so there were unfortunately some missed opportunities.
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Nevertheless, both the Acting Curator and the Resilience Project Consultant have been incredibly positive about what has been achieved at the
museum by the current Volunteer Coordinator in a relatively short time. In particular this relates to partnerships that she has consolidated or
built with organisations to offer voluntary work placements at the museum, such as the College of West Anglia (CoWA), with which the
museum previously had a relationship, as well as Museum & Heritage Studies courses (e.g. at UCL) and the Adult Learning and Skills Course
held at Wisbech Library. The networking and contacts the Volunteer Coordinator has brought to her role, alongside her ability to help the
museum look at the different skills it needs and translate these into volunteer roles, has been very valuable. The museum has not previously
approached volunteering / work placements in such a structured way. It usually welcomes one work placement student from CoWA per year
but there have been five or six in just a few months and this would not have been possible without the Volunteer Coordinator. Furthermore, a
new relationship with UCL will see the museum hosting a post-graduate work placement in future. She is
also credited with ‘reinvigorating’ and ‘enthusing’ volunteers and helping to bridge the gap between
new front of house volunteers and existing volunteers.
The Acting Curator stressed that the Volunteer Coordinator has put in a significant amount of effort to
achieve these outcomes and that it has helped to demonstrate to the Board of Directors that it takes
time to build up volunteer capacity and that there is huge potential value in doing so, but that it relies
on a dedicated person to coordinate these activities. For this reason, and to facilitate the embedding
of the SWIM2 volunteer support to date and the findings of the Resilience Project, the museum has
applied for a 2 year HLF grant for a part time Volunteer and Communities Officer.
Another potential legacy from the SWIM2 support comes in the form of developing more formal
processes and documentation to support volunteering at the museum. There is now an up-to-date
standardised induction process and accompanying volunteer paperwork (e.g. handbook, forms etc
which are discussed in Section 2) which should help the Acting Curator to manage the volunteer
induction process.
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g. There is improved governance in many museums
As part of the volunteer resources developed through the project, there is now a Trustee
Guidance Pack, Recruitment Pack and Induction Pack. These have been used by the
Farmland Museum, Stained Glass Museum and Chatteris Museum to recruit Trustees
independently (one at each museum). At the latter, getting all Trustees engaged is still
proving to be a challenge, but where they have been to SWIM2 activities/training, they have
benefited. At March Museum, a new constitution has been adopted, which although not
attributable to SWIM2, has had a significant impact on how decisions are made and
implemented at the (entirely volunteer-run) museum, meaning that improvements to the
MODES documentation system made under SWIM guidance, for example, will be
implemented more effectively.
The Trustee Musters have also been very helpful in bringing together Trustees from the
SWIM Museums to share ideas and network. The Assistant Curator at Ely Museum
mentioned that their Trustees had benefited from attending the Musters. This too was
echoed by Prickwillow Museum, Burwell Museum and Ramsey Rural Museum.

Guardian Advert for a Trustee at the Museum of Cambridge
At Burwell Museum, one volunteer said that because of training, “Trustees are now more
willing and able to tackle governance tasks at the museum”. A similar point was made by
Nene Valley Railway in relation to the project as a whole. Ramsey Rural Museum
commented that “the Trustee Musters have been excellent and helped us a lot, especially
understanding that we are going through the same issues as many others and being able to
understand how other heritage sites react to similar issues.”
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The third Trustee Muster, postponed to May 2018 because of bad weather in March, will
not be facilitated by an external professional but will happen as a networking opportunity
for the Trustees. Based on how useful they have been so far, it is hoped that the Trustee
Musters become self-perpetuating and can be opened up to other Cambridgeshire
Museums, outside of the SWIM partnership.

h. Museums benefit from opportunities to develop partnerships
The project has been a catalyst for brokering or developing relationships between some of
the SWIM2 museums and outside organisations, largely facilitated through the project
Volunteer Coordinators, which will hopefully be sustainable outputs following the end of the
project.
At Wisbech & Fenland Museum, the existing partnership with the College of West Anglia has
been developed further, leading to an increase in work experience placements (from one
per year to five or six). As part of this work, a new placement process has been developed
comprising an application and interview assessment with students coming to work
specifically on a project during their placement. These projects are not contrived but meet a
real need in the museum. They are also providing non-traditional routes into museums as a
new relationship has been built with the college’s Computer Studies work placement
coordinator, leading to more younger males volunteering in the museum (and at least four
are from ethnic minority groups). More recently, a new partnership with UCL has been
developed which will see the museum hosting a post-graduate placement in the future.
At Burwell Museum their Action Stations! volunteer programme targeted opportunities for
youth participation (16-20 years) providing certificated training (First Aid, Customer Service).
Four signed up for this, three of whom were introduced by the SWIM project via YSS
(although the Youth Support Service has now been disbanded). SWIM2 introduced the
museum to the Youth Support Service Officer for the area. Two of the participants have
become long-term volunteers at the museum (providing windmill tours and visitor
research). The YSS Officer was also invited to the June 2017 meeting of the Cambridgeshire
Museums Forum to talk about the project and the need for youth volunteering
opportunities across the county.
The Cromwell Museum has further developed a partnership with the Norris Museum for the
purpose of education and outreach assistance, and a new partnership via SWIM2 is with the
organisers of the Huntingdon History Festival (with the museum hosting some of the festival
events).
SWIM2 has also helped to broker a relationship between St Neots Museum and the local
library, as well as with a national museum which is providing specialist support from its
Commercial Manager to appraise the museum’s retail offer. Also assisted through the
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project is a partnership between Chatteris Museum and Ramsey Museum with Ramsey
Abbey and the Norris Museum relating to an archaeology focus on Chatteris Abbey.
Chatteris (and other museums) have been offering short-term volunteering opportunities
(e.g. researching a specific site’s history / archaeology). There is now much more focus on
this type of short-term, participatory volunteering, as it attracts a different audience (mainly
younger, but also those over 60), thereby widening the diversity of skills / interests of the
volunteer body.
Leicester Museum Studies Jobdesk, Norwich University of the Arts, Anglia Ruskin University,
University of Cambridge and the University of East Anglia have all started to advertise
certain SWIM volunteer vacancies, with some also being promoted at an ARU volunteer
event in December 2017.



Evidence of GSO:

GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary groups say that the partnership enabled them to deliver outcomes and
benefits beyond the scope of a single organisation

i. Increased sustainability: what makes the SWIM model different to other
volunteer workforce initiatives
Two key words answer this question: ‘resilience’ and ‘sustainability’. In many ways, there
are some unique aspects to the SWIM model that historically have not been used in the
region before, and which should account for enabling the SWIM museums to become more
resilient and for many of the SWIM outcomes to be sustainable.
Expanding on the information given in Section 1.3, the two Volunteer Coordinator posts
were delivered by individuals with a good deal of varied museum experience, who worked
across a wide geographic area to assess and address museum needs at all levels with regard
to volunteer and Trustee requirements – there were instances where they were able to
direct volunteers to specific museums, regardless of where the initial point of contact was,
meaning that prospective volunteer talent was matched to need. The Volunteer
Coordinators did not deliver short-term stop-gaps but rather focused on outputs that would
provide a meaningful legacy, often providing bespoke support (sometimes which caused its
own challenges, see Section 4). The list below covers just some of the ways in which the
Volunteer Coordinators have contributed to making the museums more resilient and
delivered outputs with sustainability in mind.
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Recruiting (volunteer) volunteer coordinators who could take longer term
responsibility for building capacity and improved management in their museums
Recruiting more volunteers and Trustees to help with immediate capacity issues at
most museums, in identified roles or with the necessary skills
Providing training based on museum need to address any skills/knowledge gaps
Enabling better support for volunteers so that they are more engaged and happier in
their work
Putting in place new HR structures /new volunteer roles in certain museums to
encourage greater collaboration and fruitful conversations between volunteers
Creating up-to-date volunteer documentation, a database and a resource bank on
CD as well as banners advertising volunteering opportunities
Building partnerships for SWIM museums to capitalise on post-project
Providing a catalyst for change through work that has shaped / will shape
applications for further funding (specifically at Wisbech & Fenland Museum,
Cromwell Museum and the Museum of Cambridge)
Facilitating the SWIM partnership to work collaboratively and to realise
opportunities to continue to share ideas, e.g. through the Volunteer Rewards Card.

Both SWIM projects have generated interest in the heritage sector because of the
innovative approach they have taken. The Volunteer Coordinators Forum (a network
supported by SHARE Museums East) has been keen to learn of the project’s format and its
successes and challenges, and the project team have provided a presentation and updates
in response. The Mendoza Review4, published in November 2017, an independent and
national (England) review of museums that was commissioned by DCMS, singled out the
SWIM project, and the Cromwell Museum in particular, as an example of how
Cambridgeshire is taking a more strategic approach to working with volunteers.

4

Neil Mendoza. 2017. The Mendoza Review: an independent review of museums in England. Department for
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport
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4. Where has the project met with challenges?
Inevitably, in any project, there arise challenges. Some of these have already been alluded
to earlier in the report, but the following points bring together a summary of those that
have affected evaluation of the project, as well as its delivery and wider impact.
Evaluation
 It is unfortunate that quantitative data collection was not always consistently
achieved across all of the SWIM museums. Some museums collected information in
a different format or in an aggregated way that proved challenging to use to
articulate impact for the project as a whole (e.g. volunteer hours). Encouragingly, the
Cromwell Museum and Museum of Cambridge have started to collect home post
codes of some British visitors, but not all, which means that firm conclusions cannot
be drawn about visiting audiences, and a meaningful assessment of economic impact
cannot be undertaken.
 Many of the museums were not proactive about collecting feedback from audiences
where SWIM had played a role in their experience, unless the project Volunteer
Coordinators stepped in to facilitate this. A small amount of feedback was collected
but it is unlikely to be representative of all museum engagement work. Therefore,
assessing the true extent of any project impact on audiences has been difficult and
patchy and means that fully assessing a few of the project outcomes, from an
audience perspective, has been compromised.
Project delivery
 As already mentioned, staff changes in one of the Volunteer Coordinator posts
caused some continuity issues in the cohort of museums for which the post was
responsible. This had repercussions, for a limited period of time, on certain project
outcomes (see below).
 One of the Volunteer Coordinators felt that they could have achieved more had they
been in post longer (this was the role that was filled by three different individuals).
This person also pointed out that looking after a large group of museums, with very
different needs meant that a bespoke approach was fundamental. Whilst this was a
strength of the project (for the museums), it was a challenge for the Volunteer
Coordinators. Even for more simple tasks, such as writing role descriptions, there
was no guarantee that the same version could be used across several museums; it
often needed amending slightly for each one. There were also instances when a
huge amount of effort was put in but it did not return a lot of benefit.
 As with any partnership project, there are varying personalities and ways of working
that can cause a difference of opinion. There were instances where the project had
to tread carefully, working with people who were very passionate about their
museum and how they felt that things were best done. On a few occasions this
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meant that advice and support offered through the project was not taken up by a
few of the museums. One of the Volunteer Coordinators commented, “a lot of what I
did was about assessing what museums have in place already, what was needed, and
trying to implement this without upsetting anyone. There was more of this than I
was expecting!”
Project impact
 There were some missed opportunities at Wisbech & Fenland Museum because of
the staff changes in the Volunteer Coordinator post, the timing of SWIM2 and its
own Resilience Project and the order in which support was offered to the museum
through SWIM2. To put this in context, the museum has said that since the latest
Volunteer Coordinator post holder has been appointed, more has been delivered
than in all the previous months of the project.
 Unfortunately for a small group of museums, the impact of the SWIM projects on
audiences has been negligible to date, this is particularly the case where
volunteer/Trustee recruitment has not achieved what the museums hoped it would
(but this is not necessarily through lack of effort by the Volunteer Coordinators to
help with recruitment).
 The level of engagement in the project by participating museums has varied across
the partnership. Some museums have needed less support than others and others
have required significantly more. This was foreseen and should therefore not be
used to evaluate in any way the ‘performance’ of the project or the individual
museums. However, a fair point to make is that where museums asked for specific
support and were receptive to how this was offered, the Volunteer Coordinators
gave this assistance. There were instances of a small number of museums not being
forthcoming about what help they needed, or not capitalising on the support that
was offered, or not taking up the training that was organised. The reasons for this
varied, but the comment below shows that at least one museum recognised the
issue:
In my opinion we have not utilised SWIM as much as some heritage sites and whilst we
seem to be coming to the party late, mainly down to our own internal issues, we would
dearly love there to be a SWIM 3 so we can learn more.
A very small number of museums had expectations that the project was not in a
position to deliver (e.g. Volunteer Coordinators would have a regular physical
presence in their museum or would do day-to-day tasks) because the project too had
a limit to the resources it could deploy across many museums, and had to prioritise
where best to direct them.
I think instead of meetings with the co-ordinators, some time actually working
alongside us in the museums could be helpful. I have heard what a difference [one
Volunteer Coordinator] made in helping one museum to stay open.
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We got the impression that in both projects the focus was primarily on supporting
another specific museum which was in immediate crisis, meaning that there was
limited resource left over for us. We did not see a great deal of advertising for new
Trustees etc, which was what we stated we would like to achieve through the project.



In response to this last point, the museum concerned did receive support to address
a Trustee vacancy (through adverts and help to create a specific role description) but
the nature of this support did not match with the museum’s expectations which may
be why the museum felt that it had been sidelined. Furthermore, at the steering
group meeting an individual said that it was encouraging that the Volunteer
Coordinators had the flexibility to prioritise certain museums at certain points and
commented “I don’t feel as though I’ve been starved of attention. Between the
Volunteer Coordinators and the Cambridgeshire Museums Partnership Officer I’ve
always felt they’ve been able to step in and help when needed.”
In summary, it is very clear, having spoken to the participating museums and in
reviewing all of the available evidence, that where museums have actively engaged
with the project, they have reaped greater rewards from it. Furthermore, it is also
important to reiterate from earlier and Section 1.4 that each participating museum
never intended to contribute to every one of the project outcomes, therefore the
same level of engagement across the partnership was never expected.
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5. To what extent have the intended project outcomes been met?
The available evidence, that is the outputs covered in Section 2 and the outcomes for volunteers, audiences and museum resilience covered in
Section 3, have been mapped against the five intended project outcomes to ascertain the extent to which theses have been met. Where there
is good evidence that an indicator has been met it is coloured green, where it has been partially met or there is a weakness in evidence it is
coloured amber, where there is little or no evidence it is coloured red. One of the project outcomes has also been considered in the context of
assessing Generic Learning Outcomes and Generic Social Outcomes achieved through SWIM2.

Increased community engagement with museum collections
More volunteers working in specific roles, e.g.
events, education, collections (either new volunteers
or those relieved from other tasks)

In total 106 volunteers were recruited through SWIM2, many to identified roles.
Whittlesey Museum, Nene Valley Railway, March Museum and Prickwillow
Museum did not recruit any or as many volunteers as intended but at other
museums volunteer recruitment was highly successful. Section 3.1.a

Greater number and variety of activities for
audiences on offer

This has happened via social media, through links with community groups or new
audiences, with special events/exhibitions/activities, new educational offers.
Section 3.2.b
This has happened at Cromwell Museum, Chatteris Museum, Wisbech & Fenland,
St Neots Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum. Section 3.3.a

Increase in audiences (to museum, to specific
activities/events, online)
More diverse audiences
Audiences say they have benefited from
visiting/using the museum (learning, enjoyment etc.)

This has happened at Cromwell Museum, Chatteris Museum, Wisbech & Fenland,
St Neots Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum. Section 3.3.a
There is some evidence for this, but this is based on a very small sample. Section
3.2.c
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Learning, leading to pride in local heritage and increased tourism
Increase in audiences (to museum, to specific
activities/events, online)

This has happened at Cromwell Museum, Chatteris Museum, Wisbech & Fenland,
St Neots Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum. Section 3.3.a

Impact on tourism – financial contribution made by
day and overnight visitors to local economy (using
AIM economic toolkit calculations)

Some evidence (post codes) has been collected for the Museum of Cambridge and
at the Cromwell Museum which are suggestive of where visitors are coming from
but this is based on a small sample and has not been carried out for long enough
to make a reliable assessment. Section 3.3.b
This has definitely been achieved – evidence comes from feedback collected at
training and via the steering group meeting and e-mail surveys. Sections 3.1.d,
3.1.e, 3.3d

Positive feedback from volunteers relating to
learning, both hard and soft outcomes
Positive feedback from audiences relating to
learning, both hard and soft outcomes

Some evidence but this is based on a very small sample. Section 3.2.c

New opportunities to acquire skills
Training provision

Examples of skills/ideas sharing between
participating museums
Feedback on new skills acquired; how these will be
applied
New partnerships developed / existing partnerships
developed

A large range of topics have been covered: MODES, First Aid, Documentation,
Health & Safety, Dementia and Collections, Emergency Planning, Arts Award,
Safeguarding, Deep Clean (Museum of Cambridge), Archives (Cromwell Museum).
There have been 15 sessions and 176 participants. Sections 2, 3.1.d
This has happened via Trustee Musters, the Rewards Card system and through
collaborative projects between SWIM2 museums. Section 3.3.d
Skills building is seen as one of the strengths of the project. Those attending
training have reported positively on how they will and have put new
knowledge/skills to use. Section 3.1.d
The project has been a catalyst for brokering or developing relationships between
some of the SWIM2 museums and outside organisations, largely facilitated
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through the project Volunteer Coordinators. Partners: CoWA, UCL, YSS, Norris
Museum, St Neots Library, Ramsey Abbey, University of Cambridge, University of
East Anglia, Leicester Museum Studies Jobdesk, Norwich University of the Arts,
Anglia Ruskin University. Section 3.3.h

Economic benefits and a more diverse museum workforce
Increase in the number of new volunteers and
Trustees

106 volunteers and 11 Trustees have so far been recruited through SWIM2.
Section 3.1.a

Greater capacity in museums and the financial
impact of volunteer hours

Cromwell Museum, Museum of Cambridge and Chatteris Museum have noticed a
significant increase in capacity. At the Cromwell Museum, volunteers have
contributed an equivalent £14,390 in hours during the course of SWIM2. At the
Museum of Cambridge, 24 of the volunteers recruited for a museum ‘Deep Clean’
gave 1,200 hours. At Chatteris Museum, museum visits are credited with
increasing from 943 to 1,312 between 2016 and 2017 because of an uplift in
volunteer numbers. Section 3.1.b
This is definitely the case at the Cromwell Museum, Museum of Cambridge and
SWIM2 has contributed to this at Wisbech & Fenland Museum. Case Studies 1 &
3. Sections 3.1.b, 3.2.a
There is a small amount of evidence for an uplift in revenue in certain museums. It
is most noticeable at the Cromwell Museum. Section 3.3.c

Helping to keep museums open

Increase in revenue – admissions, café, shop (e.g.
more volunteers for charged event days/activities)
Greater diversity in workforce – age, ethnicity,
disability

There is a greater diversity in age (more, younger volunteers) and ethnicity (more
BAME people are represented). There has been no change to the profile of
volunteers with a disability. Section 3.1.c
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Increase in audiences (to museum, to specific
activities/events, online)

This has happened at Cromwell Museum, Chatteris Museum, Wisbech & Fenland,
St Neots Museum, Ramsey Rural Museum. Section 3.3.a

Trustees recruited with desirable skills (increase in
numbers)

11 Trustees in total have been recruited for the Museum of Cambridge, Cromwell
Museum, Stained Glass Museum, Chatteris Museum, Farmland Museum.
Chatteris would have liked to recruit more Trustees and March, Prickwillow and
Whittlesey did not manage to recruit any through the project despite efforts to
the contrary by the Volunteer Coordinators. There are some potential expressions
of interest to volunteer to follow up however. Section 3.1.a

Volunteers recruited to desirable roles (increase in
numbers)

106 new volunteers in total. They are covering a variety of roles that were
identified by the museums as requiring capacity, e.g. front of house, learning,
marketing, collections and live interpretation. Whittlesey Museum, Nene Valley
Railway, March Museum and Prickwillow Museum unfortunately did not see an
increase in volunteer numbers through the project. Adverts for trustees may yet
result in a positive response. Section 3.1.a. Case Study 2

Improved governance

This has happened through the Trustee Muster on effective governance and
Trustee Guidance Pack, Recruitment Pack and Induction Pack. This applies
specifically at Burwell Museum, Nene Valley Railway, March Museum, Farmland
Museum, Stained Glass Museum and Chatteris. Section 3.3.g

New partnerships developed / existing partnerships
developed

The project has been a catalyst for brokering or developing relationships between
some of the SWIM2 museums and outside organisations, largely facilitated
through the project Volunteer Coordinators. Partners: CoWA, UCL, YSS, Norris
Museum, St Neots Library, Ramsey Abbey, University of Cambridge, Uinversity of
East Anglia, Leicester Museum Studies Jobdesk, Norwich University of the Arts,
Anglia Ruskin University. Section 3.3.h

Improved/more efficient volunteer management

A large number of resources have been developed to support volunteer
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recruitment, induction, management and monitoring. Six issues of a SWIM
Newsletter helped to share ideas and best practice amongst the museums.
Volunteer (volunteer) coordinators in place at Chatteris Museum, the Museum of
Cambridge, and the Cromwell Museum. At the Cromwell Museum, volunteers are
now in specific teams within an overall organisational structure. At Wisbech &
Fenland Museum, SWIM2 has helped to identify need, alongside a HLF Resilience
Project, that is being addressed with an application for further funding to support
a Volunteer and Communities Officer. Section 3.3.f
Positive social experiences and enhanced wellbeing, especially among diverse communities in Fenland
For volunteers and Trustees
‘Wellbeing’ can be hard to assess with one measure. Things that contribute to it
include learning, improved physical and mental health, social inclusion, having an
active mind and body and building or maintaining positive relationships. Many of
these things can be judged through an assessment of Generic Learning Outcomes
and Generic Social Outcomes. There is evidence that many of these have been
achieved through the project (see below), including for those people living in
Fenland. Case Studies 1 & 2. Sections 3.1.d, 3.1.e, 3.3.d
For audiences
There is evidence that this has been met for a small sample of audiences. A larger
sample would provide a more reliable measure of how well this indicator had
been achieved. Section 3.2.c

Generic Learning Outcomes and Generic Social Outcomes
There is evidence from an assessment of the qualitative feedback gathered through the project that the following Generic Learning Outcomes
(GLOs) have been met:
 Enjoyment, Inspiration & Creativity (for audiences, volunteers and Trustees)
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Knowledge and Understanding (for audiences, volunteers and Trustees)
Skills (for audiences, volunteers and Trustees)

There is also evidence that the SWIM2 project has contributed to longer term impacts that can be articulated as Generic Social Outcomes
(GSOs). These include the following:
GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Improving group and intergroup dialogue and understanding
 People say that they enjoyed meeting other people.
 People say they made new friends or formed positive relationships with others.
GSO - Stronger & Safer Communities: Supporting cultural diversity and identity
 Events, programmes, activities and exhibitions attract a diverse profile of visitors.
 People feel that they have a greater sense of self identity / pride / confidence.
 New relationships have been forged between the museum and local communities.
 The museum staff go out to reach and meet the diverse needs of its communities.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Encouraging and supporting awareness and participation in local decision making and wider civic and political
engagement
 People say they are more aware of volunteering opportunities and say that they are interested in, or plan to, get involved.
 The museum works to make its collections inclusive and accessible.
GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Voluntary group members have increased communication, team working and decision making skills to achieve their goals.
 Voluntary groups say that the partnership with the museum enabled them to deliver outcomes and benefits beyond the scope of a
single organisation
 Voluntary groups feel empowered and supported, and their activity levels have increased.
 Voluntary group membership has increased or become more diverse.
 Networks and contacts the group has with other useful organisations, the wider community, or groups working to similar goals have
expanded.
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GSO - Strengthening Public Life: Providing safe, inclusive and trusted public spaces
 A range of people say they enjoy using the museum and feel comfortable and confident there.
 The work, activities and projects of local people and communities are represented in the museum.
GSO - Health & Well-Being: Encouraging healthy lifestyles and contributing to mental and physical wellbeing
 People say they feel an increased sense of wellbeing i.e. they feel inspired, relaxed or think on a higher level.
 People say that opportunities for social contact with others have increased their confidence and self esteem.
 People felt proud that they participated in a creative process / achieved a creative outcome.
GSO - Health & Well-Being: Helping children and young people to enjoy life and make a positive contribution
 People say that young people's ideas and contributions are valued and represented.
 People say that young people have participated in and feel ownership of the development of projects and services
 People say that young people have enjoyed learning / enjoyed / been inspired by the experience.
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6. Conclusions
1. Both SWIM projects sought to deliver increased community engagement with museum
collections; learning, leading to pride in local heritage and increased tourism; positive social
experiences and enhanced wellbeing, especially among diverse communities in Fenland;
new opportunities to acquire skills and economic benefits and a more diverse museum
workforce. SWIM2 has built well on achievements made through the earlier project and has
largely been able to demonstrate that it has met all of the above desirable outcomes with
the exception of increased tourism (no information was captured to evidence this) and in
assessing the extent of its impact on audiences (there was some evidence of this but it was
based on a small sample).
2. SWIM2 has been able to deliver benefits for museum resilience, for volunteers and for
audiences.
 Museums are now more resilient because 106 volunteers and 11 Trustees have been
recruited through the project and have enjoyed training alongside existing
volunteers and Trustees. There have been 15 training sessions with 176 attendances
in total. Along with more volunteers, a large proportion is younger than the typical
volunteer profile, and many come from BAME groups. As a result of this recruitment
and increase in skills, capacity within many of the participating organisations has
increased resulting in benefits such as improved collections care, documentation and
audience development, and in a few cases, a small uplift in revenue. Things have
been put in place to support these outcomes longer term (see below).
 Volunteers are enjoying the opportunity to learn new skills, to be part of the
museum community, to have social interaction and engage in stimulating work.
Many say they feel valued and have a sense of pride in contributing to their
museums. This is aided, in part, through improved volunteer management practices
adopted by the museums with the Volunteer Coordinators developing and
promoting best practices.
 In some museums, there is now more on offer for audiences (e.g. through new
events, exhibitions or activities), there is greater chance for opening hours to be
maintained, or even increased in some instances, and visitors are having a positive
experience as a result of new volunteers and the mechanisms put in place to support
them through SWIM2.
3. The project has been able to demonstrate that it has met some of the GLOs and
contributed to certain GSOs.
 GLOs: ‘Enjoyment, Inspiration & Creativity’, ‘Knowledge and Understanding’ and
‘Skills’
 GSOs:
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Stronger & Safer Communities
o Improving group and intergroup dialogue and understanding
o Supporting cultural diversity and identity
Strengthening Public Life
o Encouraging and supporting awareness and participation in local decision
making and wider civic and political engagement
o Building capacity of community and voluntary groups
o Providing safe, inclusive and trusted public spaces
Health & Well-Being
o Encouraging healthy lifestyles and contributing to mental and physical
wellbeing
o Helping children and young people to enjoy life and make a positive
contribution
4. Aside from the recruitment and training outputs already mentioned, the project has
contributed a large number of other deliverables including Trustee Muster events, ‘behind
the scenes’ tours/activities for SWIM museum volunteers, a six issue newsletter for
Cambridgeshire museums, wider publicity about the project and a large number of
volunteer and Trustee related resources.
5. Particular strengths of the project, as cited by the partnership, are the volunteer/Trustee
recruitment for those museums where it has been most noticeable, the training programme
and the support and particular skills of the SWIM2 Volunteer Coordinators.
6. Indeed, to expand on the previous point, museums have really valued the project but
many cited how valuable the Volunteer Coordinators have been. Having the ‘right’ skills set
and personality to support museums in building volunteer capacity and volunteer skills is a
key aspect of the role. Attributes such as museum experience, being a team player, using
good communication, being able to facilitate collaborative work, being able to work flexibly
and taking initiative are all important qualities.
7. Extra support was provided through the project to the Museum of Cambridge, Cromwell
Museum and Wisbech & Fenland Museum as each one was facing its own pressures. At the
first two in particular, the project is credited with significantly contributing to keeping the
museums running smoothly and enabling them to deliver day-to-day tasks.
8. The project has met with some challenges, most notably the staff changes in one of the
Volunteer Coordinator roles which resulted in some continuity issues in one of the cohorts
of museums. It is fair to say that some museums have seen greater benefits than others;
some museums have not recruited any or enough volunteers and Trustees (Whittlesey
Museum, Nene Valley Railway, March Museum and Prickwillow Museum. Chatteris has
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recruited many volunteers but only one Trustee). Project resources were directed towards
those museums identified at greatest need of immediate and targeted support.
9. There have been economic benefits that have made the museums more resilient, for
example improvements to their governance, volunteer management practices and external
partnerships, as well as increased staff capacity or revenue and more opportunities to grow
audiences. On the whole these have been achieved throughout the partnership, although
there are a few examples where some museums are still facing challenges (e.g. Prickwillow
Museum, Whittlesey Museum and the Museum of Cambridge).
10. It is important to expand upon the topic of museum resilience in points 2 and 9, because
this is what sets the SWIM approach apart. As well as improving capacity and skills, the
project has consciously offered support with sustainability in mind. This has included:
 Improved governance and ‘sowing the seed’ for Trustees to meet post-project
 Recruiting (volunteer) volunteer coordinators who could take longer term
responsibility for building capacity and improved management in their museums
 Providing training that matches skills/knowledge need
 Enabling better support for volunteers so that they are more engaged in their work,
therefore hopefully leading to their longer retention
 Putting in place new HR structures /new volunteer roles in certain museums to
encourage greater collaboration and fruitful conversations between volunteers
 Creating up-to-date volunteer resources as well as banners advertising volunteering
opportunities
 Building partnerships for SWIM museums to capitalise on post-project
 Supporting opportunities for further funding (specifically at Wisbech & Fenland
Museum, Cromwell Museum and the Museum of Cambridge)
 Facilitating the SWIM partnership to work collaboratively and to realise
opportunities to continue to share ideas, e.g. through the Volunteer Rewards Card
 Providing momentum for some exciting audience engagement work to continue.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Conclusions from the Evaluation of SWIM1
The project has realised many successes in a relatively short period of time. Of particular
note are the following:
1. The number of Trustees and volunteers that have been recruited across the
museums.
2. The fact that project has contributed to The Cromwell Museum remaining open by
recruiting over 50 volunteers to work in Front-of-House roles.
3. The training programme which covered a large range of topics, many offered at
more than one session, with 220 attendances by people from participating
museums. Information collected about the training indicates that it made a
significant contribution to raising skills and increasing knowledge amongst those who
participated.
Other positive outcomes include:
4. The support given by the Volunteer Coordinators to advise and assist with putting in
place new/improved volunteer management policies and procedures. In recognition
of this, two museums, The Cromwell Museum and Ramsey Rural Museum, received
the ‘Huntingdonshire Volunteer Centre 5 Star Focus Accreditation Award’.
5. Volunteer hours are now been accurately recorded across most of the SWIM
museums with the use of sign in/out sheets.
6. Many museums are committed to using the Volunteer Equality and Diversity form, a
new tool to help them monitor diversity in their organisations.
7. Volunteers with a more diverse range of skills in areas that are directly benefiting
museums, e.g. social media, marketing, finance.
8. More opportunities for networking amongst participating museums, leading to
improved communication and the sharing of ideas and best practice.
9. Peer-to-peer learning amongst the partnership and a willingness amongst the
majority of the museums to see this partnership continue and to work together to
build on the outcomes realised so far.
10. New partnerships established with external organisations.
11. Learning about the most effective ways to advertise for and recruit volunteers and
Trustees.
12. An improved ‘volunteer experience’ brought about by greater coordination (from
the two Project Coordinators, as well as volunteers who have stepped into this role
at some museums) and via increased capacity (more volunteers have been recruited)
and the implementation of volunteer social events.
13. Positive social experiences for new volunteers which are likely to benefit their sense
of wellbeing longer term.
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Some of the above points are best summarised in a quote from the curator at Ramsey Rural
Museum:
The project is a success in that the smaller museums now have forum to discuss ideas,
we have managed to train volunteers and [the Volunteer Coordinator] working in the
partnership office is an excellent sounding board for general museum ideas giving the
necessary advice and guidance when required.
The benefits brought about by the project have been mapped against the Generic Learning
Outcomes (GLOs) framework and Generic Social Outcomes (GSOs) framework. This
demonstrates that the project has contributed to the following:
GLOs
An increase in ‘Knowledge and Understanding’, ‘Skills’ and ‘Enjoyment, Inspiration and
Creativity’.
GSOs
Strengthening Public Life
 Building the capacity of community and voluntary groups
 Providing safe, inclusive and trusted public spaces
 Encouraging and supporting awareness and participation in local decision making
and wider civic and political engagement
Strong and safe communities
 Improving group and intergroup dialogue and understanding
 Supporting cultural diversity and identity
Health and Wellbeing
 Encouraging healthy lifestyles and contributing to mental and physical wellbeing
The project outcomes, when considered in combination, are contributing to making the
SWIM museums more resilient longer term. This would be further enhanced if a number of
opportunities that have been identified by the SWIM museums themselves were to be
realised in 2016 and 2017.
It is important to point out that some of the SWIM museums have engaged more fully with
the project than others, e.g. by taking greater advantage of support offered by the
Volunteer Coordinators or by participating in more than one Steering Group Meeting. It is
fair to say that those museums that have invested more in the project, have realised more
benefits for themselves.
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Also important to note is that some of the intended project outcomes have not been
achieved or fully achieved, specifically around diversifying the workforce in terms of age and
ethnic background, increasing tourism and learning opportunities for audiences and
enhancing wellbeing for BAMER communities via volunteering. Other impacts, such as
economic outcomes (e.g. greater visitor numbers and income), could be further developed.
The main reason for this is that these outcomes were devised when the project was
intended to be delivered over a three-year, rather than one-year, period.
Indeed, the current SWIM project has taken place over a short period of time, with less ‘lead
in’ time to organise and advertise activities, such as training, than would be ideal. Once the
project was up and running, much of it occurred over the winter months when some
participating museums have been closed, and opportunities to offer to new volunteers in
Front-of-House roles may have been limited. It would be beneficial therefore to be able to
maintain the initial momentum of volunteer recruitment and training longer term, and to
embed and develop the project outcomes now starting to be realised. Indeed, some of the
intended project outcomes, particularly the ones about ‘increased community engagement
with collections’ and generating ‘positive social experiences and enhanced wellbeing,
especially among BAMER communities in Fenland’, can only be realised with longer term
investment, because the building blocks of this process are already in place (new volunteers,
new trustees, an extensive training scheme, partnership working and improved volunteer
management practices).
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Appendix 2: Summary of training delivered through SWIM2
Number of
Museums
represented

Training title

Date (2017) Location

Number of
participants

MODES
MODES

2nd Feb
23rd Feb

Nene Valley Railway
Ely Museum

12
12

5
6

First Aid

2nd March

March Museum

14

3

First Aid

20th March

Cromwell Museum

10

1

Documentation - what's it all
about?

26th April

Farmland Museum

8

3

Health & Safety

10th May

Farmland Museum

8

2

First Aid

23rd May

Farmland Museum

7

3

St Neots

15

1

Julie Heathcote

Cromwell Museum

8

1

Cromwell Archives
Emma Dadson, Harwell Document
Recovery Services
Libby Libbard, Arts Award freelance
trainer
Mark Copley, Cambridgeshire County
Council
Huntingdonshire Volunteer Centre,
British Red Cross course
Mark Copley, Cambridgeshire County
Council; Deborah Walton UCM
Conservation Officer

Dementia training & applying to
26th May
museum collections
Cromwell Archives training
2nd May
Emergency Planning

5th July

Museum of Cambridge 15

9

Arts Award

13th Sept

Museum of Cambridge 8

6

Safeguarding

15th Sept

First Aid

13th Dec

Ely Cathedral
Conference Centre
Ely Cathedral
Conference Centre

Deep Clean (object handling,
movement and cleaning)

8th Jan 2018 Museum of Cambridge 39

1

Front of House

25th January
Wisbech & Fenland
2018

1

9

1

5

2

6

Trainer
Nick Pearce-Smith, MODES
Nick Pearce-Smith, MODES
Huntingdonshire Volunteer Centre,
British Red Cross course
Huntingdonshire Volunteer Centre,
British Red Cross course
Mark Copley, Cambridgeshire County
Council
Paul Nicholl, Health & Safety Adviser at
Cambridgeshire County Council
Huntingdonshire Volunteer Centre,
British Red Cross course

Simon Floyd, freelance trainer
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Appendix 3: Museum of Cambridge January Deep Clean responses to
email survey
Respondent 1:
Of course it was a lot more than a Deep Clean, it presented an opportunity for Volunteers to
integrate with the Museum and make a difference, and we all enjoyed THAT or we wouldn’t
have been there in the first place.
We clearly all relished the opportunity to familiarise ourselves with the exhibits, including
details of their history and provenance where possible.
In addition to undertaking the routine cleaning, the Volunteers were encouraged to make
suggestions for rationalising, re-arranging and generally improving the various displays.
I do not know if our volunteers possess special levels of enthusiasm and/or talent, but a lot of
imaginative ideas certainly emerged.
It was important that the Museum Management (generally the Trustees) recognised the merit
of the Volunteers’ suggestions and did not pour cold water over fresh ideas.
The Volunteers' interest and commitment to the Museum was plain to see and it was obvious
that we all had the common aim of doing our bit to ensure that the refurbished Museum is
given every chance to succeed.
Notwithstanding the fact that many of the Deep Clean tasks were not within our normal level
of experience and/or expertise, there was a real determination to make the most of this rare
opportunity to maximise the appeal of the Museum and its exhibits.
Without prompting, the Volunteers readily split into cohesive Teams to facilitate the various
tasks and that this cheerful Teamwork was essential to the success of the whole exercise.
Mark and Richard were very hands-on and contributed much to the success of the exercise.
They quickly recognised that the Volunteers were enthusiastic and capable…..and happy in
their work at the Museum

Respondent 2:
Enjoyed the team work, learning a bit more about how to care for collections and finding out
more about what's in the museum.

Respondent 3:
I enjoyed being able to handle and examine the exhibits we were cleaning and to get a good
view of the museum's collections - at least, the part on display. Although I understand that
many of the items have to be treated with caution to avoid causing damage or further
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deterioration, I felt that some of the cleaning methods were too ineffective. However, I'm
sure that getting together a volunteer force of local people and allowing them to do such
hands-on work will pay off in terms of increasing loyalty to and enthusiasm for the museum.
If only the local council had the same respect for local history!
I regret that I will not, at present, be able to give any regular help due to other commitments
and to the occasional difficulties of getting to the museum from Orwell, but I will visit and will
try to help now and again.
Best wishes for a bright future for The Museum of Cambridge!

Respondent 4:
I enjoyed getting up close and handling items, and learning about cleaning different materials.
It is also good to work as a team towards common goals. I think you have done a sterling job
organising the volunteers and giving regular feedback on progress. I feel encouraged by what
we are starting to achieve.
I feel more engaged with the museum and its general aims. I was able to meet more
volunteers and a one or two trustees.
Despite coming to the last Friday's social event I still don't feel I know many trustees or
understand our direction of travel or their overall strategic priorities yet. It would be good to
have a complete and up-to-date list of all trustees and volunteers and their areas of
responsibility, including team leaders.

Respondent 5:
I enjoyed the experience of being hands on with the artifacts. I had expected to be involved in
cleaning the building so to actually clean the objects and be involved in reorganising the
rooms was a very pleasurable surprise. I've been a museum addict since my 6th birthday
when my dad took me to the British Museum and explained the importance of the Rosetta
Stone. To have some responsibility for ensuring visitors' experience was good was terrific.
I definitely feel more involved with the museum as a result. I'm proud of the work we did and
think we have contributed something towards ensuring the museum is more accessible and
hopefully can remain open.
It was good to see how every volunteer's contribution was listened to and valued.

Respondent 6:
I didn’t volunteer regularly but was made to feel very welcome whenever I did turn up. I
received enough training to make me feel safe and confident about handling objects, and that
handling certainly made me feel more involved with the museum. At all times Mark was
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available for consultation or just for a friendly chat. He makes an ideal volunteer co-ordinator.
I volunteered with a children’s activity on Saturday and again was impressed with the
preparation that had gone into things beforehand. Congratulations and thanks to everyone.
Quite enjoyed whole experience. Did not enjoy removing museum wax.
Seems a very good response to request for volunteer cleaning helpers. Great that Deep Clean
completed in time allowed. Makes me optimistic that museum may survive with guided
volunteers.

Respondent 7:
I enjoyed working as part of a team to clean and reorganise the items in the museum.
It has made me more engaged with the museum and our local history and I'd like to continue
volunteering in some capacity - probably more hands on rather than front of house.
It was a very positive experience working with all the very enthusiastic volunteers.
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